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County tosses away garbage plan
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Calloway County officials think
Gov. Paul Patton's plan for mandatory curbside garbage collection
stinks.
"The main thing I'm concerned
with is that we're stuck with another unfunded mandate," said Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins during a special fis-

cal court meeting Thursday. "As I
understand it now, this could be
a real problem for us and for other
counties ... I don't think this bill,
as presented by the governor, is
right for this county."
Elkins sought feedback from
magistrates regarding the plan,
which has been estimated to cost
$10.58 per household a month to
implement. A news release sent to

all Kentucky counties said funding would be left up to the individual county's discretion.
Universal solid waste collection, as the plan is called, would
require counties to have garbage
pickup at every household in the
county or risk losing 10 percent
of their rural aid money and having environmental grant money
possibly denied to them.

The plan comes into response
to increasing amounts of illegal
dumping and pressure from environmental 'groups. The plan has
come under fire at the state level
for being unfunded, and plans to
finance it by House Majority Leader
Greg Stumlx• have failed to garner support in the legislature. which
will end its session in March.
Elkins compared the plan to the

tightened regulations on county suggestions for counties on how
jails several years ago. which forced to raise the necessary funds, one
many counties, including Calloway, of which was a property ta% hike
to revamp existing jails or con- for as much as 20 cents per $100
struct new one. Elkins said the coun- assessed value.
ty was still paying the price for
County resident Walter Steely
that mandate, and that he would said .he was not pleased with the
not support more like it unless plan.
they had financial backbone.
"I'm already paying $50 a month
The release accompanying the
announcement came with several • See Page 2

Tobacco farmers get
boost in burley quota
WASHINGTON (AP) — The federal gov- ment in a given year can market the unsold
ernment announced an increase in the bur- leaf the following year. That amount is added
ley tobacco quota Thursday. but the overall to the basic quota to come up with an effecamount of leaf farmers can sell under the tive quota. It is estimated to be about 352
price-support program may end up down million pounds this
year, which is down
from last year.
about 4 percent from last year.
After three years of steady declines, the
University of Kentucky economist Will Snell
U.S. Department of Agriculture announced a
says.
there _would have.,been.an..escn_lligger .
-34-.44- percent -increase - in the basic -burley
decline
in the estimated quota without the
quota.
boost in the basic allotment.
_The igenc _set_the....ba*
u. 1e
year's crop at 332 million pounds. It is based ----Seri.fvfc-CeIL RTK
on manufacturers' purchasing intentions, legislation through Congress late last year
that Snell said led to the large increase in
exports and reserve tobacco stocks.
But it is the effective quota, rather than the basic quota.
The measure, added to an appropriations
the basic one, that dictates the actual amount
of tobacco farmers can sell.
Farmers who do not use all of their allot- • See Page 2
_

Legislators told Medicaid
budget at breaking point
or—k,

KATIE CARPENTER/Sperse•I to the Ledger

DRIVER EDUCATION...This car driven by Elsie Norman was hit at the corner of Main and Eighth
streets Thursday morning by Sandra McDaniel. sending Norman's car careening into the concrete
sign in front of .Murray Middle School. No one was injured in the accident.

Punxsutawney Phil sees
shadow, winter staying
PUNXSUTAWNEY, Pa. (AP) — With temperatures just
below freezing, flurries falling and lingering snow crunching underfoot, Punxsutawney Phil — the world's most famous
groundhog — saw his shadow Friday morning.
According to legend, that means winter will stick around
for six more weeks.
In the past 155 years, Phil has seen his shadow 101
times.
The prospect of six more weeks of winter wasn't welcome news to Miriam Wise, 11.
"I want spring so I can go barefoot and start planting,"
Miriam said as she walked along a downtown street toward
the library which is the makeshift zoo for the groundhog.
Bill Cooper, president of the Punxsutawney. Groundhog

Club Inner Circle, was charged with interpreting Phil's predictions.
He interpreted Phil's squeaks and body language after the
groundhog exited from his hole.
"Groundhogese is like no other language. I can just take
a look at his expression and tell," Cooper said. "He decides.
I just interpret what he sees."
The Groundhog Day tradition is rooted in a German
superstition that if an animal casts a shadow on Feb. 2 —
the Christian holiday of Candlemas — bad weather is coming.
The Punxsutawney Chamber of Commerce was expecting
15,000 to 20,000 visitors to join Phil in town. more than
the 10,000 to 12,000 who arrived last year.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's
medical care program for the poor and disabled, swelled by additional patients and
costly services, will run out of money this
year and be short next year unless action is
taken, officials said ThUrSdaY.
Ationg the options under consideration
are cuts in payments to providers such as
doctors and hospitals, cuts in the services
not required by the federal Medicaid program. eliminating some people from Medicaid eligibility and new management initiatiN es.
"Right now, we don't see any easy solutions. We don't see any painless solutions,"
state budget director James Ramsey told the
interim Health and Welfare Committee.

Instead of the approximately 567,000 Medicaid recipients—espected—this,
has grown to more than 580.000. Next year.
about 570,000 Medicaid recipients Avere
expected when the budget was put together
and- the Ica is now expect&rfli -reach nearly 594,000.
In addition, drug costs and programs such
as long-term care are pushing up the o% erall cost of care. Drug costs alone grew from
$347 million last year to an estimated $433
million this year.
Health Services Secretary Jimmy Helton
said some "optional" programs or recipient
groups cannot really he cut.

II See Page 2

Cella part of Internet venture
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Patent system reform is rapidly becoming a priority for businesses around the
world, and one former Murray resident
is on the ground floor of efforts to
make patent information more available
to those who need it.
Charles H. Cella, a 1984 graduate
of Murray High School. is chief executive officer of BountyQuest, an Internet-based company that offers monetary
rewards. or "bounties," to those who
can provide reliable patent information.
Cella is the son of Ronald Cella,
who began teaching at Murray State
University in 1968 and is now, partially retired and working with the university's residential college system, and
Doris Cella, who has also been involved

with MSU in several capacities over the
years.
Cella obtained a
degree in physics and
a certificate from the
Woodrow
Wilson
School of Public
Affairs.
From there, he
went on to receive
CELLA
his law degree from
the University of Virginia School of Law. He also studied
post-graduate economics at Edinburgh
University.
He moved to Boston. Mass., in 1992,
where he now lives with his wife. Kara,
and two children, Maddie. 4, and Jack.
1.

"I still make it back (to Murray) a
few times a year," Cella said during a
telephone interview from his Boston
office Thursday afternoon. "I always
had an interest in policy, as well as
science. That's how I wound up at law
school. There are really some of the
top technology law firms in the country (in Boston)."
It was while serving as a high technology attorney with the Boston-based
law firm of Foley. Hoag and Eliot.
where he founded the firm's patent prosecution group, that Cella and a colleague first developed the idea for BountyQuest.
Another former Murray resident. Ricky

III See Page 2
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II Cella ...

alternative, the company can create
a monopoly and sell the drug
From Page 1
for whatever price it wants.
elfi/te'itfS, serves atoothe compapy's,..
0011 has claii-np,'chief financial officer.
said. "You can think of them -as
of my colleagues ... had
sort of like property boundaries.
al..idea to solve this problem we If you're using an
invention that
aapays had as patent attorneys," somebody
has a patent on, they
that
Said.,"rhelped
him
with
Cala
could sue you or even shut down
idea. 1 was sort of the obvious your business."
chbice for the CEO because I was
BountyQuest, Cella said, typikad of pushing the project along."
:The idea of BountyQuest. cally deals with cases where a
adeording to Cella, is to supple- large company has an idea for a
rant efforts by the courts to deter- product, but that product may be
mine whether certain patents are similar to another product that a
valid or not.
patent has already been issued on.
"Bounty hunters," as Cella calls
Specifically. BountyQuest offers
rewards for information such as them, will then produce documents,
prior an or documentation that can ranging from jiart to research
alter patents that may threaten the papers, t3afTil reduce the strength
operations of entrepreneurs or of or sometimes eliminate the earunjustifiably raise prices for con- lier patent.
sumers.
"There's a lot of things out
Cella points to the drug and there that nobody can get a patent
software industries as examples of on," Cella said. "Let's say a scithe latter. For example, when a entist writes something in a paper
-company develops a drug. if a patent about a good idea-for -a business. -cannot be obtained for a generic You can point to that as grounds

2, 2001

proved is that it works. There's a
for narrowing a patent."
high
level of excitement at the
Cella said once a business
acquires the necessary ka
infor- company right now."
!nation, it has the option
tak-••-•' Cella'said the company has- not-%
o
ing the original, patent holder to only found success in the United
court to allow it to proceed with States, but, since most researchers
its product. Most of the time, in the world can translate Engthough; businesses will simply work lish, also on the international scene.
"We know it's already internaout a deal directly with the patent
tional," Cella said. "The majority
holder.
of the researchers and scientists
For those unfamiliar with the
in the world speak English. The
business of patent system reform,
thing is they can read the
the bounties offered on Boun- great
already."
tyQuest may come as something site
Although the dollar amounts
of a shock. Most companies offer
with the bounties are
associated
bounties of at least $10,000 for
primary drawing point of the
the
accurate information.
Internet site, Cella said the goal
"Patent litigation is a very high of BountyQuest is to change the
stakes game," Cella said...It's not patent system altogether.
unusual for someone to spend mil"Once we saw the social significance, we realized how imporlions just on legal fees."
BountyQuest was launched in tant it was for patent reform," he
October 2000, and Cella said the said. "Getting a patent is kind of
Web site has been a tremendous a double-edged sword. Sometimes
you get a good patent with a good
success so far.
"Nobody's doing anything like patent, and sometimes you get a
this:" -he said. "It's early on - in bad patent where you have a prodour existence, but what we've uct that creates a monopoly."

Patton searches for
answersto shortfal,e_n

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some lawmakers and school administrators oppose an idea by
Gov. Paul Patton's administration
to possibly use a $37 million surplus in education money to help fix
the state's budget shortfall.
Superintendents say they need
the money for fuel costs, maintenance and other needs. Senate Republican Leader Dan Kelly of
Springfield and Rep. Harry
Moberly Jr., D-Richmond, chairman of the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee, are
among the legislators who also say
the districts ought to get the surplus.
James Ramsey, Patton's budget
director, raised the issue Wednesday. He said the administration is
weighing whether the "overappropriated money" in the current
budget year can be legally applied
to the shortfall. Last week, Ramsey
told lawmakers that a national economic slowdown would leave state
••
tax revenues about $300 million
Carney was charged with firstStaff Report
will finally give them access to short over the next two years.
degree trafficking in a controlled From Page 1
Mortay-LO-dget
the money. Elkins said one of the
"As we know more and have a
reasons the court's special _session better feel for-what this situation
- — Four people were arrested:Mrs- substance_ (cocai,ne), first-degree tirhave my
"dumeister collected,"
was called was to help the park might be, we'll go through our
day in drug arrests by the Murray possession of a controlled substance
Steely said. "If they go to a 20(cocaine),
firstdegree
possession
netting
a
large
Police Department,
get access to its money so work budget and decide what is the most
cent hike, and I've got property
can begin on its projects.
amount of crack cocaine with street of drug paraphernalia and two
appropriate course of action," Ramvalued at $200,000, I'm going to
counts of endangering the welfare
• Held the first reading of a sey said.
value exceeding $2,000.
be
paying
a
lot
more
than
$50
a
budget amendment to account for
While performing surveillance of of a minor.
Last year, 122 districts that ofmonth.Two
other
adults,
Barry
King.
grant money, estimated insur- fered full-day kindergarten divided
the
Carney,
744
the home of Teresa J.
Elkins
said
a
property
tax
of
Nash Drive, police noticed a vehicle 26, and Ken Childress, 30, both of that magnitude would not be con- ance receipts from the George a surplus of more than $38 million.
driven by Brett A. Harcourt, 41, Mayfield, were arrested in the raid. sidered for two reasons. First, a Weaks Center and money for the In its budget for this year, lawmakKing was charged with first-degree
Project.
Murray. leaving the residence.
ers decided that all districts would
property tax such as that would East Calloway Water
trafficking in a controlled substance
hike from divide whatever excess funds might
Discussed
a
fee
•
make
some
pay
an
unfair
share
Following a brief search of the and possession of drug paraphernaof the cost of funding for the Mediacom, one of three cable be available.
v biele, police foun4 trackcocaine. lia._ Childress, was,charged with
level of service, and second, providers in _ Calloway County.,, .- Education Commissioner Gene
same
Harcourt was arrested and charged. first-degree trafficking in a condoes not hold Wilhoit told a group of superinten20 cents would be a considerable While the court with first-degree possession of a trolled substance -and first-degree
Mediacom's
rates, dents in December that his departauthority
over
the current property tax numpossession of a Controlled sub- hike to
-7
controlled substante:
it is in charge-of-franchising all _inerit planned to distribute the extra
Calloway
County.
bers"
in
After. the stop, officers returned stance.
Magistrate Gerald Duncan - sug- cable providers in Calloway Couri- money in early 2001.
All four were lodged in the Calto Carney's residence for a search.
ty.
But Ramsey said Patton's adgested a third reason.
During the search, officers found loway County Jail. Bond had not
Elkins said he placed a call to ministration is reviewing the entire
"The
people
who
would
be
payapproximately 15 grams of sus- been set on any of the charges at
displeasure
ing the most probably aren't the Mediacom expressing
pected crack cocaine. about $2,000 press time.
hikes, which for one plan,
with
the
problem," he said.
The Tri-County Task Force and
in cash and drug paraphernalia.
Family Plan, is 12 percent.
Elkins added that the county the
Mediacom is adding five new
Three adults were at the house at the Calloway County Sheriffs Dethe time, a ong wit two sma c i - pa men assis e in e owes igachanhetS---10
- -Irs---tineurr-for-Parrtfly From
with universal collection.
Page 1
hon.
dren.
Plan and above subscribers, includ"I've spoken with the Marshall
ing Outdoor Channel, the Travel bill, allowed the government to
County judge and several others
Channel, MSNBC, Trinity Broad- take surplus tobacco off the hands
in west Kentucky," he said.
casting Network and Speedvision. of burley cooperatives in Kentucky
"They're all in agreeance that an
"It's just not a good time for and Tennessee and wrat`ssiff the
unfunded mandate is a bad idea."
these. increases. wit.h gas costs mid, roughly $500 million in federal
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
The court voted unantiffeitat to
costs already as high. as loans used to buy and store the
• Bradley Jobnson. 21_129f1 Flint Road,.was arrested in Colorado authorize Elkins to write .a letter heating
they--aTe;- especially -wheit-they leaf. It allows a credit arm of the
Springs?,Colo., Feb. I after a first-degree child abuse warrant was filed
to State Sen. Bob Jackson
eviderler"Of Agriculture Department to sell the
haven't giVeffagainst him in Calloway County. He is lodged in the Calloway County Jail disagreement with the exprsing univerimproved service," Elkins said.
tobacco overseas to recoup part
with no bond.
sal collection bill, at least in its
The court unanimously voted to of the government's cost, though
•CafFie- Hayes.-214709 W.- Colorado, Colorado.Springs, Colo., was. current form.
authorize Elkins to write a letter that has Tick yet happened. - —
Elkins will also speak out against
- arrested Feb: l'forsecond degree forgery. She was lodged in the Callowayto Mediacom protesting the rise
"If it hadn't been for his action
County Jail on a $5,000 cash bond.
it at the state judge-executive meetin rates.
in getting the 1999 loan stock foring later this month.

Four arrested on drug charges • Garbage .

budget in 'light of the. current
crunch. He said last week that administration officials would wait
until they see January's tax receipts
to determine how serious the
budget problem is. The administration could release a plan to balance
the budget in a few weeks, Ramsey
said.
The legislature appropriated
$2.2 billion in base funding for
Kentucky schools for the current
school year. The extra $37 million
is available because local property
tax assessments were higher than
projected and because of a slight
decrease in the number of students
enrolled relative to estimates.
Ramsey said the budget law
gives the governor's administration
latitude to determine where the
money goes. He also said the administration is reviewing language
in the budget's General Fund
Budget Reduction Plan to see
whether the surplus education funding can be used to alleviate the
budget shortfall.
"We'll just have to take a real
hard look at all that language,"
Ramsey-said. "We're not at-a-point
where we can do anything right
now."
Superintendents are angered by
the mere possibility they won't receive the extra money.
George Wilson, superintendent
of the Monroe County schools, said
he expected to receive as much as
$120,000 in excess funds. It was
earmarked to pay for rising utility
costs, the purchase of a new school
bus, and technology upgrades, he
said.
."This stinks," Wilson said. "It's
bad.- ICS not the way things.are supposed to be done, in my opinion.
The law says the money comes to
us."

•Burley ...

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

Read the Today pages

In other business the court:
• Approved the transfer of
$150,000 in grant money for the
park to the park's account, which
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• Medicaid
From Page 1
For example, the federal government does not require Medicaid to cover prescription drugs,
but Helton said it would not really be a health care program without them.
And cutting off payments to
people who use some community
medical services would actually
just shift costs to hospitalization.
Individual perspectives of legislators also put a spin on the spiJraling Medicaid budget.
Sen. Dick Roeding. R-Lakeside
Park, a former lobbyist for the
pharmaceutical industry, argued that
higher priced drugs are actually
saving money elsewhere in medical care, such as hospitalization.

given;-we would've- been looking
at probably a 30 percent decrease
in basic quota," said Sam Moore,
president of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau. "You're talking about a
huge turnaround."
The quota increase follows three
years of declines — the largest
of which was last year's 45 percent cut. Kentucky's congressional delegation hailed the reversal
of that trend.
- -"It's great for Kentucky," Sen.
Jim Bunning, R-Ky.,said. "It's great
for all our burley farmers."

•••

Sen. Daniel Mongiardo, D-Hazard, a medical doctor, said all of
the Medicaid program except drug
costs is a direct benefit to the
state's economy.
DeWeese, RRep. Bob
Louisville, the only other physician in the legislature, said the
Medicaid program itself is broken.
"We're trying to make a dinosaur
from the late '60s and '70s work
in the 21st century and it cannot
do that," DeWeese said.
Some legislators had their own
'idea of how to make up the difference.
RBuford,
Sen.
Tom
Nicholasville, said such a shortfall is exactly what the state created its rainy day fund to cover.
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Bush unveils disabled aid plan
WASHINT.ON (AP) — Pr_es:dent Bush sought on Thursday to
show the compassion behind his
brand of conservatism, unveiling a
multimillion dollar plan to aid disabled Americans and promising to
stop government from "discriminating against religious institutions" that help the needy.
In separate events. Bush capped
a weeklong campaign designed to
reach out to moderate voters. Advisers say the president will turn
next week to another challenge:
promoting tax cuts by trying to
show they would benefit families,
small businesses, the high-tech industry and the sluggish economy.
He plans to submit the package to
Congress late in the week.
His Thursday began with the
National Prayer Breakfast, an annual gathering of lawmakers, foreign heads of state and spiritual
leaders. Bush promised to respect
the separation of church from state
even as he tries to funnel more government money to church groups.
"I'm interested in what is consti-

stutiona; and I'm interested in what Room to discuss a series of propoj
Arrieriarit.
disable
help
TO
VS
works,"-Bush said, promoting his
plan to make government money They include:
— Increase spending for reavailable to religious organizations
that help the needy or provide other search and development.
— Provide low-interest loans to
community services.
Promising to lift regulatory bar- help disabled people buy computers
riers and allow religious groups to and other equipment needed to
compete for a share of social-serv- work from home.
ices money distributed by the gov— Increase state spending for
ernment, Bush said, "The days of
disabled students.
educating
discriminating against religious in10 pilot projects to
Support
—
stitutions simply because they are
develop transportation plans for the
to
come
must
an
religious
end."
The line drew a huge round of disabled.
— Create a national commission
applause.
on mental health to study the naMindful of critics, Bush said his
delivery sysproposal was not an effort to im- tion's health services
tem.
pose religion on anybody. "An
American president serves people
The "New,Freedom Initiative"
of every faith, and serves some was first outlined in great detail in
with no faith at all," he said.
the presidential campaign, but Bush
Bush, a Methodist, quoted scrip- used the White House to restate and
ture and said religion was impor- promote his intentions — just as he
tant in his life, just as President did for his education and religious
Clinton and several of his predeces- packages.
"I'm proud that the last great resors have done. Clinton used the
1998 gathering to apologize for his form in this cause, the Americans
with Disability Act, bears the sigaffair with Monica Lewinsky.
of my dad," said Bush,
nature
East
the
Later, Bush filled up

whose father stgned ti ic act in
11;40.
During a campaign stop in June,
Bush proposed tripling funds for
research into independent living to
$33 million a year, creating a $20
million annual matching fund for
companies to buy telecommuting
equipment such as computers and
creating a $5 million annual fund to
provide technical assistance for
small businesses that face financial
burdens in complying with the disabilities law.
Bush did not provide spending
figures Thursday, but aides said the
costs had changed little since June.
Bush noted that the path from
the White House residence to the
Oval Office has been sloped sinte
steps were removed to accommodate Franklin Roosevelt.
"This house is among the first
places in America to accommodate
people with disabilities, and we
have come a lotw„,zay since the
days when only a paltdent could
hope for that consideration," Bush
said.

POWER TO THE PARENTS...The program for the Jan. 30 Parent Power workshop examine the importance of peer influence
and role models. Community youth featured in the program
were Kelly Miles, Leslie Hatfield and Mitchell Smith. Janeann
Turner coordinated the program. The next Parent Power workshop will be held Feb. 13 at 6 p.m. at the University Church of
Christ and will feature Angie Thomas discussing "Commitment
to Learning Through Reading."

Bush comments picked
up on open microphone

Ashcroft wins confirmation 58-42
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Sen. John Ashcroft won confirmation as attorney general on
Thursday, completing President
Bush's Cabinet and overcoming a
ferocious Democratic assault on his
conservative views and personal integrity. The Senate vote was 58-42.
"The president- of the United
States, George W. Bush, is entitled
to have his selection 'as, attorney
general,".-Majority Leader'Tient:Lott said a few moments before the
roll was called on the most contentious confirmation fight in a decade.
Vouching for the nominee's
honesty and integrity, he brushed
aside weeks of attacks by Democrats, including many of Ashcroft's
former Senate colleagues. "I don't
know that person" they're depicting, said Lou, R-Miss.
Democrats claimed a consolation prize, saying the 42 votes
against the nomination would be
enough to sustain a filibuster
against future Bush administration
nominations they deemed too conservative. The votes in opposition
were the most against any attorney
generalin the-nationistory."He's wrong on civil rights,
wrong on a woman's right to
choose, wrong on needed steps to

keep guns out of the hands of groups and black voters to prosper
criminals and children," argued in a 2004 campaign — Joseph LieSen. Edward M. Kennedy, D- berman of Connecticut, John EdMass., who led the fight against wards of North Carolina, Evan
confirmation. "And he's the wrong Bayh of Indiana, John Kerry of
Biden of
choice to be attorney general of the Massachusetts and Joseph
Delaware.
United States.Sen. Jean Carnahan, D-Mo., op, Within hours of the vote, Ash-.
posed Ashcroft in her first highcroft was sworn in at the Supreme
profile vote since taking the seat
Court by Justice Clarence Thomas,
her late husband won from
that
_Llo_ngti_m_e friend who survived a
-Ashcroft -last November:--Asheroft,
—itriiigre-orhisT7 she said, "was just too divisive for
__brutal confliniatfon
own a decade ago.
our country."
In a statement, the new attorney
Republicans bristled at the atgeneral pledged he would "confront tacks.
injustice by leading a professional
"I have absolute, total, complete
that he is going to be
confidence
Justice Department that is free from
- politics, that is uncompromisingly one outstanding attorney general of
the United States," said Sen.'Don
fair."
Even with Democrats claiming Nickles of Oklahoma, the GOP
success, the result was a victory for whip.
And Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah,
Ashcroft and the president. All 50
"ary Commitof the Judi,
chairman
Senate Republicans and eight
Democrats voted for confirmation
of the former Missouri senator,
whose long political career seemed
over when he lost a re-election bid
last November.
All the votes in opposition came
bemocrats. They included not
EVENING
MIDDAY
only liberal stalwarts such as KenPick 3:
Pick 3:
nedy, but also the roster of poten3-5-0
7-0-7
tial presidential contenders who
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
would need support from women's
1-6-0-8
4-8-7-3
Cash 5:
1-15-21-23-26
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Auction to conceal
e-mail addresses
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
Online auction house eBay Inc.
will soon start concealing the email addresses of its customers,
making it more difficult for junkmail senders to harvest the information.
The change also will make it
harder for users to wrap up deals
without eBay and lock the company out of fees.
Ebay receives hundreds of complaints each week from customers
who receive unsolicited e-mail, or
spam, after using the site,
spokesman Kevin Pursglove said
Thursday.
"It's one of the biggest sources
of complaints that we get," he
said.
Anyone registered on the site

can currently view e-mail addresses by clicking on a seller's or
bidder's usemame.
Under the new system, to be
deployed in the next few weeks,
users who want to contact buyers
or sellers will only see the recipient's username. They will enter
their message in a form, rather
than send e-mail.
"That message will be sent to
the recipient, but the sender will
not see the recipient's e-mail
address," Pursglove said.
EBay will not monitor the content of the messages,and any replies
to the original message will contain the sender's address.
"At that point, it is the decision of the recipient to disclose
their e-mail address," Pursglove
said.

One participant introduced himWASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush. apparently unaware ht. self as a Floridian. Bush's brothwas speaking on an open micro- er Jeb is the Florida governor and
phone, offered some unguarded was at the center of the five-week
comments Wednesday about Repub- dispute over that state's punchtee, scoffed at Democratic claims.
lican opposition to his plan for card ballots and their chads.
"If that's the way you've got to
"I'm about to name my brothallowing parents to take their chilsend a message, by trashing a perer the ambassador to Chad," Bush
schools.
out
dren
failing
-of
son's reputation, distorting his re"It's a battle. It's a problem joked.
cord ... that's pretty pathetic," he
Apparently unaware his remarks
politically," Bush said. "There are
said.
being heard, Bush cast himwere
a lot of Republicans who don't
Liberal opponents, he charged, like vouchers. They come from self to the bishops, priests and
-want a litmus test society."
wealthy suburban districts who are nuns as staring down fierce opposcared to death of irritating the sition to his plan to provide govEven before the vote, Republiernment grants to help parents take
can sources circulated the names of public school movement, and their their children out of failing schools.
_
_ _
school&
..good__
_axe
_
*key top-idok-ing offteials ma JusBush said the_ controversy is —
before
comment
Bush
the
made
tice Department headed- by" the
meeting with a group of Roman like the abortion issue. I mean.
Ashcroft.
Catholic charity leaders to discuss there is a kind of a built-in prejDemocrats who voted for Ash- his proposal to expand the tax- udice against a particular position
croft were Sens. John Breaux of payers'deduction for charitable giv- on both sides on both issues."
Louisiana, Robert C. Byrd of West ing could increase philanthropic
Returning to the voucher quesVirginia, Kent Conrad and Byron contributions by. II percent.
tion, Bush said: "There's serious,
Dorgan of North Dakota, Christo•
But before journalists were .serious heat on Capitol
pher Dodd of Connecticut. Russ escorted in, someone activated an it's not only from the Democrats.
Feingold of Wisconsin, Zell Miller audio feed from Bush's micro- The Republicans won't yell it, but
of Georgia and Ben Nelson of Ne- phone to the White House press they'll whisper it. The Democrats
will yell it."
braska.
briefing room.
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Smart Companies
oin The Chamber
Choosing the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
W."
foryour business partner is just plain smart. You'll gain
the competitive advantage a Chamber membership offers with
benefits such as:
•The Membership Directory, which places your
business in front of thousands of potential clients. IT1U
•Special promotions for grand openings and
Ail MemberN mitea Ithitg
retail events
on Munujiink. theInternet
• Internet promotions,such as affix web
HomePagefor*Chamber at
page for your business and inclusion in the
Chamber's Online Business Directory
•Affordable advertising opportunities via Chamber publications
• Business referrals from the Chamber of Commerce staff and
fellow Chamber members
nreite a
All
It doesn't take much thought to see how smart joining the
FREEInternetpage to
promote their basin& Chamber can be. Give your business the advantage - call today!
"A7-""'

rra link

What You Should Know About Alcohol And Medicines
You may. be unaware of how alcohol affects your body and some of the over-the-counter and prescnprion medicines you may take. These effects can vary depending on how much alcohol you dnnk
and which medicine you take. With certain medicines, you may. need to avoid drinking alcohol alto
gether.
Alcohol is a chemical that acts like a drug in the body. It can affect important organs and systems
of the body. such as the brain and nervous system, the stomach and digestive system, the liver, and
more. Tlw senousness of us effects depends on how much and how often you drink alcohol
The government takes alcohol seriously enough that it legally limits access to adults. This is because
the effects of alcohol are especially dangerous for children. Alcohol interferes with the development
of the nervous system in the growing child — even before birth. In fact, it now known that alcohol can severely damage the unborn child of a woman who abuses alcohol while she is pregnant.
causing what if called Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
Alcohol should be used responsibly and cautiously by adults because of
the many effects it can have on the body. Special caution should be taken
by individuals with clwonic diseases and those taking medicines.
(Cont'd ne rt week)

Walter's
Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

Pharmacist

270-753-5171 or 1-800-900-5171
Murray-Galloway County
KENTUCK

Y

a

Chamber ofCommerce

805 N. 12th St., PO. Box 190, Murray. KY 42071
Email: chamber@murraylink.com
Internet Site: hnp://www.murraylink.com

What do you like about the
Murray Ledger & Times?
That is only one question that
I will be asking readers in the next
few months as the Ledger embarks
on a readership study to determine what you want from your
local newspaper.
As part of that process, we are
working on different designs for
the newspaper, one of which was
launched Thursday on the front
page.
The next couple of weeks will
bring additional changes as we
look at the inside of the newspaper.
Many Ledger employees have
worked over the past few months
to piece together a re-tooled front
page, trying various visual elements to see what works.
The ultimate goal is to create
a user-friendly newspaper that is
not only attractive, but serves the
needs of its readers.
In doing so, we may have to
do some experimentation. Discerning readers will notice a few
changes in today's front page design
compared to Thursday's.
As the days go by, there will
undoubtedly be more changes.
As for the advertising on the
front page,-lit .is there to stay as.
long as advertisers purchase the
space.
We don't have to like it, but

414, f411 5V.0

WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Andrew Card is the chief of an
unusually complicated staff, the
top aide in a White House pulsa
vice president with a sprawling
agenda to longtime Bush confidants carting overstuffed portfolios from Texas.
"That's part of my responsibility. to make sure all the egos are
understood and used constructively to counsel the president," Card
said in an interview Wednesday.
There will be plenty of egos
for him to stroke at the Bush
White House.
Vice President Dick Cheney, a
former presidential chief of staff
himself, ran Bush's transition and
was put in charge of the president's energy policy team. Cheney
meets weekly in private with Bush,
and regularly sits with the boss
during key White House sessions.
Karl Rove was the political
mastermind behind Bush's two
gubernatorial elections and his
White House bid. He is now senior
White House adviser in charge of
political affairs, public liaison and
stratcgic planning — unusually
broad marching orders.
Karen Hughes was Bush's top
spokesman in Texas and on the cam/
paign. She is now counselDr to
the president, frequently at the
president's side and too busy to
return most calls to reporters.
"I think that my job is to make
sure that all of those 'people —
including the vice president — are
afforded every opportunity to counsel the president." Card said. He
is confident enough in his standing and in his staff to delegate
authority.
"I don't want to see him isolated." Card said. "I am not afraid
of the president getting counsel."
Indeed, time is carved out of
the president's schedule for staff
and personal talks — and Hughes, Rove and Cheney are- allowed
to drop by the Oval Office without an appointment or Card's permission. Hughes talked to Bush
on Tuesday about an upcoming
speech without telling Card about
the meeting.
At Card's request, however,
Hughes and Rove keep him posted of any developments in their

presidential sessions.
Card said he also counts on
Bush to keep him informed about
what other advisers are doing in
the Oval Office. "He shares the
counsel he's getting with me so I
never feel .blindsided — and my
relationship with the people I mentioned (Hughes, Rove and Cheney)
is very good."
Card said also reads every piece
of paper before each crosses Bush's
desk, and sends some back for
more work. "I delegate and then
I pay attention" to details. Card
said.
It is a free-flowing management
system that served Bush well as
a governor and a candidate, when
the "Iron Triangle" of advisers —
Hughes, Rove and new Federal
Emergency Management Agency
director Joe Allbaugh — shared
responsibilities and kept conflicts
from spilling into public.
Bush balked whenever aides
tried to jump the lines of authority. He also insisted that they work
out their differences whenever possible and, when a consensus could
not be reached, leave the final
decision to him — and show a
united front behind it.
Analysts say the prospects for
friction are greater now: Bush has
a larger staff with shorter ties to
him. Even Card, who managed the
GOP convention, is a relative newcomer to the close-knit Bush team.
"Card does face a unique challenge," said Alan Brinkley, politicarscience professor at the Columbia University in New York. "If
he wants to follow the model of
an authoritarian chief of staff, which
doesn't seem to serve his personality well, he will run into trouble in this White House. But I
think he's probably a good choice
if push was looking for an organizer and conciliator."
Card. 53, came to the White
House with a reputation as a cando operator with a congenial st\ le

Jan. 28 - Florida Today, Melbourne, Ha., on
protecting Florida's Gulf waters:
Who said blood is thicker than water"'
Especially beautiful Gulf waters?
Just three days after his brother's inauguration
as president of the United States. Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush strongly informed the new administration that
he opposes offshore oil and gas drilling in Florida's Gulf waters.
George W. Bush has indicated he wants to
increase the exploration for energy in the United
States and, as an observer for the Florida Public
Interest Research Group notes. "has surrounded
himself with the most pro-drilling Cabinet in history."

whose willingness to listen can
disarm opponents. He is a former
Massachusetts lawmaker and failed
gubernatorial candidate who worked
in Ronald Reagan's White House
before becoming deputy chief of
staff under Bush's father.
He spent the last 11 months of
that administration as transportation secretary, leaving to become
an automobile lobbyist. "I never
had to watch my back with
Andrew," said Dr. Ricardo Martinez, until last year the Clinton
administration's chief of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Card said, he gets to work about
6:20 a.m. and leaves about 10:20
p.m. — a habit of precision and
dedication he began at a young
age in tough jobs: newspaper deliverer, garbage collector and McDonald's chef.
A week before Bush's inauguration, Card preached the merits
of public service to a roomful of
future employees. Be humble,
respectful and proud, he told them.
"You're temporary residents," Card
said, bringing some aides to tears..
"This is the people's house."
In the first senior staff meeting at the White House, Card laid
down the law about ethics. "And
I don't want you to be afraid to
come to me when you think I'm
doing something wrong," he said.
Impressed. the president borrowed
the line a few days later.
Aides say Card has a velvet
touch, with a bit of iron: He has
a way of giving orders in a style
that is as nice as it is firm. One
senior adviser recalls being told,
"lm Sorry but I messed this up,
but I need you to fix it. Quickly."
Card said he sees no problem
managing the talented, powerful
collection of advisers.
"There's only one chief of staff,"
he said. "And I'm that chief of
staff"

The federal government has the say-so on the
sale or lease of about 6 million acres of waters
south of Alabama near the Florida line.
In a letter to the Interior department last week,
Jeb Bush wrote, "Florida's economy is based upon
tourism and other activities that depend on a clean
and healthy environment. I respectfully request that
you uphold Florida's ongoing commitment to protecting the Gulf of Mexico's marine environment..."
Jeb Bush deserves great credit and much public support for his strong stand against offshore oil
drilling in waters close to Florida.
Now, President Bush needs to listen to his brother the governor.

the industry as a whole has been about the honor rolls, the society
moving toward ads on the front luncheons and the trials and tribupage.
lations of a small town.
That doesn't mean that the frontWe want to make sure you are
page advertisers own the paper or getting all the information you
influence the editorial copy.
seek. As we look at our operaMy editorial staff is not influ- tion, it is important that we have
enced by advertisers. Advertising feedback from you.
is handled by the advertising departI received a call last week from
ment.
-tr good-friend who said he would
The editorial department is going pay me to stop running Cal Thomas.
:to go about our business as usual. Apparently Thomas has been on
covering the news in Murray and a writing spree lately and we have
Calloway County.
published more of his columns
As with any change, there will
than usual.
be those of you who like the new
I'd like to see more letters to
look and those of you who won't.
the
editor because I know there
Some of you may like certain
aspects of it, which is fine. I admit are those of you out there who
that there are changes I really like have opinions. I have been on the
receiving end of many!
and others I don't.
As we move forward with these
readership
As I work to get the
study put together, if you have changes, please have patience.
any suggestionS- or comfntnts about Through- trial and •error, we will
the newspaper's appearance or con- develop a new look that "works"
tents, give me a call. You don't for us. .
But above all, we are still the
•even have to give your name.
The Murray Ledger & Times Murray Ledger & Times - no matis your hometown newspaper. As ter how bright our colors or how
a community newspaper. we care fancy our design.
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Dear Editor
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Education Department is appreciative of the recent efforts
of local urologist Dr. Steve Trevathan.
Trevathan and his staff conducted a PSA (prostate
specific antigen) screening in his office for the
community. Trevathan provided his time and diagnostic capabilities free of charge and screened more
than 90 patients.
As a result of the free screening, about 10 percent of the patients had unusually high PSA results
and have subsequently needed follow-up care.
We appreciate Trevathan's willingness to provide this valuable screening which can potentially
saves lives.
PSA is a blood test that measures a certain pro-

tern in the Hotai which is produced exclusively by
the prostate tissue. PSA is present in the blood of
men with normal prostates, enlarged prostates and
prostate cancer. The level of circulating PSA
tends to increase in men with prostate cancer. An
unusually high PSA reading does not necessarily
mean you have prostate cancer.
It means other tests will need to be done to
determine whether or not you have prostate can/
cer.
The PSA is a screening and should be done in
conjunction with a digital exam every year beginning at age 50 unless there is a family history of
prostate cancer.
Then, it should be done annually beginning at
age 40. We urge all men in these age ranges to
consider having a PSA test and an annual exam
with their urologist.

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to ralto4murrayledger.com

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

MCCH Education Department
803 Poplar St
Murray, KY 42071

Joe Pat Witherspoon
Joe Pat Witherspoon, 55, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Thurs.. Fer-tt-.?.01117-sr-itoon-at his4hoMe.
1-,1A was a former member of the Murray Fire Department and also
formerly owned and operated a BP gas station in Murray. He was a
member of New Covenant Church, Paducah.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late James Witherspoon.. and Robbie Adams Witherspoon. One daughter, Kelly Britton
Witherspoon, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Tami Wooley, and one grandson, Samuel-Christopher Wooley, both of Paducah.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in * chapel of Milner &
Orr Funeral Home. Paducah. David Cassidy add John Dale will bfficiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to American Lung Association, P.O. Box 969. Louisville, KY 40201.

David William Potter
David William Potter, 31, New Concord. died Thursday. Feb. 1
2001, at 5:50 a.m. at his home.
, He was a member of New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church. He was
born May 20. 1969, in Richmond, Va. One sister. Kelly Lynn Potter,
preceded her in death.
Survivors include his mother. Mrs. JoAnn Potter Higgins, New
Concord; his father. Arthur William Potter, Portland, Ore.; one sister.
Mrs. Can Elkins and husband. Phillip, Kirksey; one brother. Michael
G. Potter and wife. Rebecca, New Concord; two nieces, Danielle
Elkins and Kelly Carissia Elkins, Kirksey; two nephews, Michael P.
Potter and wife. Michelle. Murray, and Dakota Blue Potter, New. Concord: aunt. Mrs. Rebecca Crawford and husband, Donnie, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; three uncles, Don Page and wife, Lisa, McKenzie, Tenn.,
Gary Page and wife, Carolyn. Murray, and Tim Page and wife, Susie.
Buchanan, Tenn.
The funeral will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

O.C. Williams

The previous FHA (Future
Homemakers of America( has noss
changedts flame a
Wilt,tie;
known as FCCLA (Future Career
.and Community Leaders of America.)
FCCLA is a nonprofit national.
vocational student organization for
young men and women in family
and consumer sciences education
in public and private school through
grade 12.
FCCLA is an effective national student organization that helps
young people address important personal family work and societal
Daniel Kauppinen of Murray (center), an engineering tech- issues working through family and
nology major at Murray State University, was awarded a
consumer science classes.
National Science Foundation scholarship for the 2000-01
Projects done in FCCLA focus
academic year. Also pictured are Dr. Dan Claiborne, chair on many youth concerns for examof the department of industrial and engineering technology, ple teen pregnancy, parenting, famand Carmen Garland, director of the MSU scholarship office. ily relations, teen violence and
career explorations Being involved

North Elementary music teacher
Tracy Leslie was notified by the
VSA Arts of Kentucky Council
that the school has qualified for
an arts/humanities inclusion grant.
The VSAK Arts Inclusion Award
Program is designed to provide
schools with the opportunity to
provide
experiential
learning
through the arts for children with
and without disabilities in an inclusionary setting

0.C. Williams, 85, Milan, Tenn., formerly of Calloway County,
died Tuesday. Jan. 30. 2001, at 11:30 p.m. at Milan Health Care
Nursing Home.
His wife, Mrs. Opal Pace Williams. died March 16. 1972. One sispal-Ma Williams,.and -one• brother,.James Williams, also preceded him in death. Born June 26, 1915, in Calloway County, he was
LANSING, Mich..(AP) - On
the son of the late Edgar Williams and Lois Mills Williams.
Thursday morning. Tony and Linda
Mr. Williams was a member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Survivors- inthicle -one 'daughter,--Mrs.-- Nina Lois Williams, Vancou- Calliea's checking --account' was
ver, Wash.; three sisters, Mrs. Helen Robinson, Hardin, Mrs. Margaret overdrawn. By afternoon, the CalSue Brittain and husband, Raymon. Murray, and Mrs. Anna Louise lieas were multimillionaires.
Th couple stepped forward
Willeritter. Roseville, Mich.
The funeral will be Saturday at 12:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller )iadfsday to claim the $107 milFuneral Home of Murray. The Rev. C.C. Brasher will officiate. Bur- lion jackpot in Tuesday's multi-state
Big Gam. drawing.
. Qardens.
The Callieas' $5 ticket, bought
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Friat Mama's Pizzeria and Party Store
day).
in Chesterfield Township, matched
all six numbers.
"I'm stunned. I've been shakMrs. Frances Williams, 57, Houser Road, Benton, died Thursday,
ing since yesterday.- Tony Callieti
Feb. I. 2001, at 9:08 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Brewers United Methodist Church. Her father. said at:: Michigan lottery headAivatterl Nave leareq I have
Claude Brown, preceded her_in_rleath
Mrs. Williams is survived by her husband, Dale Williams; one
The Callieas play the Big Game
daughter. Mrs. Suzanna Wallace. and two grandchildren, Josuah and
regularly
but had never won anyMaryanne Wallace, all of Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Gwendolyn Brown,
and one brother. Jerry -Brown, both of Boaz; three sisters, Mrs. Jean thing except "the plush football
Galloway, Whitesville, Mrs. Connie Rogers, Paducah, and Mrs. Reva from the Doritos bag,- Linda CalIlea joked.
Sesser, Littleton. Colo.; several nieces and nephews.
She gripped her husband's hand
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Dowdy will officiate. Bur- Thursday as she signed lottery
documents. "Don't let go of me."
ial will follow in Brewers Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday). she said.
The Callieas chose the lumpsum option, which left them with
winnings of $57 7 million before
taxes.

The grant, titled, "Utilizing
Dance As A Means of Understanding The Importance of Community Involvement From A Child's
Perception," will enable all fifthgraders to use dance and movement activities to assist them in
making the connection of their
role in the community.

tor of the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company. Balzer will provide 40
30-minute sessions for all fifthgraders and the project will culminate in a performanoe by these
students to a community wide audience followed by a school sponsored assembly that will include
the Jackson Purchase Dance Company.

The students will be working
with Karen Balzer. artistic direc-

Big Game prize won
by Michigan couple

Mrs. Frances Williams

Tony (.'alliea, 39, is a computer technician. . Linda Calliea
described herself as a "domestic
engineer." The Callieas have been
married 16 years and have two
children. ages 16 and 12.
Tony Calliea took a vacation
day to go to the lottery headuluarters • nd hasn't -quit- his
"I haven't really thought about it.
It happened so fast," he said.
Their eyes welling with tears,
the couple said they have no idea
how they will spend the money.

iii RITA offers members the
opportunity to develop skills for
Along with a ir name FCCLA
has also selected a new emblem.
The dominant lettering focuses on
I-duration and student leadership.
The swooping arch symbolizes the
active organization that moves
towards new arenas.
The local chapter of FCCLA
at Calloway County High School
has set its own personal goals for
the 2000-2001 school year. The
first goal is to increa* the number of members to around 75 with
100 percent attendance compared
to last year's 55 members. The
financial goal is to raise around
$4,000 to help the group attend
the National Competition in Sacramento, Calif.
The grant will begin in February and continue until March.

work with North Elementary on
this special project," Balzer said.
She credited Margaret Cook,
principal at North, for her dedication to the students and their
learning.
"1 am impressed with the entire
Calloway County School District
and their serious efforts to effectively integrate the arts into the
curriculum," she said.
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Clint Weis of Murray (center). an engineering physics maj
or at Murray State University, was awarded a National Science Foundation scholarship for the 2000-01 academic year.
Also pictured are Dr. Steve Cobb, chair of the department
of physics and engineering. and Carmen Garland, director
of the MSU scholarship office.

Taking care of your
family's insurance.., car
home
life.

State farm now offers health insurance for individuals and families
through Fortis Health, a leading
provider of health insurance.
It's flexible, affordable coverage,
so call me to review your health
insurance needs today
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54.90 + 0.55
Goodrich
46.95 + 0.5;
Good ear
26.20 + II..:4
HopFed Bank•
Ire B 12A
IBM
113.23 - 0.82
Ingersoll Rand
44.70 + 030
Intel
yr,-'.
Kroger
25.18 + 0.28
I,ucent Tech
18.88 -0.12
Mattel
16.21 + 0.64
McDonalds
29.35 + 0.32
Merck
85.19 + 0.71
Microsoft
624v +"v
15.02 - 0.13
J.C. Penney
45.16 - 0.05
Pfizer. Inc
Quaker Oats
94.90 - 0.09
Schering-Plough
52.60 + 0.88
18.88 + 0.12
Sears
61.93 + 0.03
Texaco
48.78 + 0.39
Union Planters
UST
26.66 + 0.16
Wal-N1art
514.95 + 0.25
Worldcom Inc.
21". -",
'
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in th,

Here Are Your Choices:
As Large As

"Whatever it hikes, we want to lie your car or truck coin

stock

305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
753-9627

unc once unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional

(all in, details 0ic overage, /ostI. unto(Neu and renewability
(Over.(e.% issued and underwritten by tortit Insurance Cornpany,
a ortn Iteetth member company, kfilwailltee, 5515contin
statefiwye.ceet•
Slate Farm Mutual Automobile Insotam• ompany
teen. Offer
F' 00425 10/00
aillOTOrigtOn

111,11.30

Information

Available
on Request

Atiit.

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

HIWARD

[NOM
-,ordct les.

Our Best Investment Is lint.
'A.A.- A

,,,
W•r^Adtr S' .1 v, d4'
1
I'

'All prices are tax, titling fee additional. Any low interest rate financing is with approved credit.
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Riley-Paschall vows
will be said Feb. 10
Sharon Riley and Chris Paschall announce their engagement and
• approaching marriage:
Miss Riley is the daughter of Tom and Pauline Riley of Lawrenceburg. Ind.
Mr. Paschall is the son of Billy Rex and Sherrie Paschall of Hazel.
His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Morton and Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Paschall. all of Hazel.
The wedding will be Saturday. Feb. 10, 2001, at 6 p.m. at Oak
Grove Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Kay W. Ray is recruitment chairman for teams for the 2001
Relay for Life Cancer event to be April 20-21 at Murray State
University Stewart Stadium.
Any one interested in forming a team for the fifth annual
event may call Ray at 753-5851. Also Ray said a meeting of
team captains will be Tuesday, Feb. 13, at 5:30 p.m. at the MSU
Curtis Center.
This is a fund-raising event to raise money for continuing
research in the fight against cancer. Most every family in Murray and Calloway County has probably lost a loved one because
of cancer. The relay is a fun and challenging event and the cooperation of the city and county is needed.

County fire district will meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the main fire station of the Calloway County Fire Rescue
Squad on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday at 2
p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open
to musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 7536969 or Jack at 753-1752.

Mr and Mrs. David Todd Peters

Calloway Diamond Club to meet
Calloway County Boys' Baseball Diamond Club will meet Monday
at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. all parents and players of junior varsity and varsity age are urged to attend.
Topics .will be discussed concerning the upcoming baseball season.
Your input and participation is vital to the success of Laker baseball.

Orr and Peters vows
solemnized at church
KAPPA MEETING.. Serving

as hostesses for the January
meeting of Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club
were. from left,-Vicky Holton. Rosemary Graham, Alice Rouse
and Marge Andrews. Guest speaker was Pam Willoughby,
culinary specialist. The department will meet Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. at the club house.

_

READ THE
TODAY PAGES

11i,
-0•
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CHEROKEE HILLS SUBSCRIBE
STEAKIIMISE

IOW

Located at TN/KY State Line.
From Paris Landing 5 Miles
On Hwy. 119. From Nlurra N
15 min. South on 121. Follow
signs.

Amy Lynne Orr and David Todd Peters were married Sunday. Dec.
24, 2000. at Briarhurst Manor. Manitou Springs. Colo.
The bride is the daughter of Jim and Carolyn On of Malden, Mo.
The groom is the son of Dale and Barbara Peters of Carmi, Ill.
The Rev,-Geerge-L.-Pederson-offietated7The bride chose Leslie Orr Presson of Washington Crossing. Pa.,
as her matron of honor.
The groom chose Greg Peters of Springfield. Mo., as best man,
Kende! On of Chattanooga, Tenn.. as usher.
Serving as flower girl was Allie Presson and as ring bearer was
Chase Presson, both children of Mike and Leslie Presson of Washington Crossing, Pa.
Kelly Peters Winter presided at the guest register.
The bride is a 1990 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor of science degree in therapeutic recreation. She is employed
by Merck Pharmaceuticals.
The .groom is a 1994 graduate of Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, with a bachelor of science degree in exercise science. He is
also serving in the U.S. Marine Corps and is employed by Shelter
Insurance.
The new Mr .1p(1 Mr, Peters are residing i!1 RiOclancl. Miss.

1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

4•4111111,

Head Over Heels
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:20 - 7:25 - 9:20

-.1■11•

Thurs. Ni. ht S i ecial

„all.

Prime Rib Dinner

//NW

AINIP

Fri. Ni ht S'eclat

Wedding Planner
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15- 9:25

$895
Steak Kabob Dinner

Save The Last Dance
PG13- 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:30

Tender Steak Cubes w/
Fresh Vegetables

Free tax service for seniors and low income citizens will be
available starting Feb. 6 and continuing each Tuesday through April
10. Two IRS trained representatives of the American Association of
Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms for seniors and low
income citizens at Glendale Place, 905 Glendale Rd. Murray. Appointments are now being taken for these Tuesdays from Feb. 6 through
April 10. Persons may call 759-1555 for an appointment.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
CCRTA MEETING...Pictured are some
ty retired teachers at the December

: Program Information
•
Call 753-3314

Phone 901-232-6006

.01

of the Calloway Counluncheon of Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association. They include Ruth
Cole. Bonnie and Don Jones, Virginia and Wilson Gantt
and Connie Talent. The CCRTA will meet Monday at 1 p.m.
for a luncheon hosted by Murray City School System at
the Murray High School cafeteria.

:13 Days
:l'G13 - 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45

I

270-436-5566

Financial Aid Workshop at MHS

Free tax service available

Finding Forrester
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45

Fruou a delicious dinner
cooked to perfection to a
tin' at mot
Steak. In just
better at the 1011( i,

Calloway County High School Lady Lakers Basketball Booster
Club is sponsoring a fund-raising promotion for a Wildcat Weekend.
This will include two lower level tickets to the UK/Mississippi State
basketball game Feb. 10, one night's stay at Raddison Plaza next
door to Rupp Arena and $150 in spending money. The winner will
be announced Feb. 2. For ticket information call Linda Thomas at
753-6749 or Fred Stalls at 753-3763.

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday
at 1 p.m. for a luncheon at the Murray High School cafeteria. This
event will be hosted by the Murray City School System.

Left Behind
PG13- 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15

Slow Roasted —
Exceptional Taste

CCHS Lady Lakers plan promotion

Retired teachers will meet

Valentine
R- 1:05 - 3:40 - 7:05 - 9:40

$1195

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will feature Randall Hylton at its monthly special evening of music tonight (Friday) at 7:30
p.m. at the Marshall County Exceptional Center, 198 Old gymsonia
Rd., Benton. Previously these monthly musical programs were held
in the Weaks Community Center auditorium, Murray. The JPFOB is
a non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion and preservation
of bluegrass music in this area. Admission is free but donations will
be accepted.

A workshop to assist parents and high school seniors in filling
out the free application for federal student aid (FAFSA) will be
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Murray High School. Charles Vinson from
Murray State University will present financial aid information. For
information call Marion O'Rourke, counselor, at 753-5202, ext. 104.

Theatres

Open 4:00 p.m.
Thurs., Fri. 8r Sat.. Only

Bluegrass concert tonight

Love poems sought

Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray. The
only requirement for attendance is a desire to stop using drugs.
These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or 436-5489.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday.
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday. at 11 a.m. on Wednesday and 4 p.m.
Sunday at American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets,
Murray. The only requirement for attendance is a desire to stop
drinking. For information call 436-5073 or 436-5675.

Burns Supper on Saturday
The ninth annual Robert Burns supper will be Saturday at 6:301
.m at the Murray Woman's Club House. This traditional Scottish
vent is being sponsored by. the Murray Caledonia Society. Highland
ancing. Celtic music. bagpipes. tall tales from the Highlands and a
raditional Scottish feast will be featured. Seating is limited. Reserations can be made by calling the Murray Tourism office at 759199 or 1-800-652-1603.
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NOW OPEN

\ //sot 's ,Porist
7534156
114 S. 5th St. •(Downtown

Murray)• Mike Wilson - Owner
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ter's bite still in the air we'd like
to See what poets have to say
about love, whether religious or
romantic. We expect our contest
to produce exciting new discoveries."
To enter, send a poem 21 lines
or less to New York Poetry Alliance.
Box 1588. New York. N.Y. 101161588: or enter on line at
www.freecontest.com.

FINAL 1341'S1341'S
JANUARY CLEAIRANCE SALE
'I,EA RANI

Store

IREDUCtil UP TO

The New York Poetry Alliance
is sponsoritt Poetry 2001. a free
contest open to everyone.
A $1000 cash prize will be
,iwarded to the winner with 28
prizes in all to be awarded.
The entry deadline is March 3.
2001.
"This is our most challenging
contest to date." says Contest Director Dr John Cusack. "With win-

SA I.F: ENDS SUNDAY, F'F:11. 4111

/

too
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA • 1205B CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY KY

Couples of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Saturday
t 7:30 p.m. Hosts will be A.R. and Melva Hatcher, phone 753-9517.

4.00.

Save*
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Oaks Couples plan Bridge
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Remove Unwanted Hair Permanently
No More Shaving • No More Waxing • No MorP f)ppilatkineg

ELECTROLYSIS #
by Pat Mullins, CE
25 Year* Expertenre - Nationally Certified

Call (270)753-8856
Chestnut St.• Murray ,
4408V 41•00- •••••••
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CCMS lists honor roll
for second nine weeks
beth Mato, Austin McCuiston, Kather-Calloway County Middle School
ine Mercado. Chelsea Morris, Bryan
has released the honor roll, for
Murdock, Chase Ottway. Kyle Overthe second nine weiks period as
bey,
Courtney Parker. Kyle Parker,
follows:
Tim Peyton, Chasity Pryor, WhitSIXTH GRADE
ney Redden, Chaz Robinson. Traci
All As
Rose, Kris Russeau. Joseph Suiter,
David Adams. Tucker Adams, WesTaylor. Wesley Tucker. Heather
Rebel
ley Burris, Heather H. Collins, CrysTurley-Salmon. Amanda van Amerintal Eldridge, Julie Gingles, Kelsie
gen, Whitney Watkins, Christy WestHall, Abby Kelly, Will Kemp, Josh
phal. Ashley Williams, Shellie WilMiller, Jaimie Murdock, Connor Olsen,
son and Jacob Young.
Brady On, Jordan Patterson, Brandon
EIGHTH GRADE
Phillips, Colby Starks, Alissa ThomaAll As
son, Jake Tindell, Jordan Williams
Amber L. Anderson. Rachel Barand Ashley Winkler.
ber. Elise Brittain. Justin • Burkeen.
All As and Bs
Rakeshia Burks. Andrew Clark. Chelsea
Jacob Bryan, Whitney Burkeen,
Cleaver. David Crouch. Ashley
Kelsey Dublin. Nicole Edwards, Keela
Edwards, Danielle Elkins. Katlyn Fox,
Evans, Ginny Furches, Megan A.
Sarah Futrell,
Futrell, Megan E. Futrell, Amanda GovElizabeth Hillard. Lacy Lamb,
ern. Tonya Holmes, Nicole Hudson, Emily Lasater. Calla Murdock. CarAshley Jackson, Levi Jones, Danny
ne Radke. Stacy Rotterman. Brandon
Joyce, Leanna Linn, Landon LockPhillips, Cory Smith. Ryan Stanger,
hart, Jordan Lowe, Chris Manning,
Kelly Taylor, Amanda Trites and Ryan
Zach Martin, Heather Mathis,
Walls.
Kyle McAlister, Amber McCallum.
All As and Bs
Christina Millizer, Cory Mullins. BrenJessie Adams, Amber K. Andernan Parker, Evan Patton, Jonathan
son, Mark Anderson. Michael BishRamirez-Higgins. Jessica Reed, Megan
op, Ashley Bogard. Whitney Bogard.
Schmidt, Kayla Simmons, Katlyn
Crystal Brumley. Michael Bumpus.
Smith, Courtney Swift, Travis Taylor,
Cassie Burkeen, Aaren Cadd, Amber
Ashley Travis, Barkley Tucker, CasCannon. Tara Chambers. Scott Colesidy Underwood, Haley White, Whitman. Bryan Coles. Maegan Coles.
ney Wicker, Zach Wright and MadeIrene Collins, Kayla Cooper.
line Wrye.
Leanne Craig. Emily D'Angelo,
SEVENTH GRADE
Leah Darnell, Misty Duncan. Tiffany
All As
Florino, Gail Frantz, Jonathan FredMarcy Boggess, Elise Brittain, Tyler
erick, Jessica Garner, Robin Gibson,
Brockman, Tyler Buckingham, Trent
Leandra Hale, Nikki Hale, Jessi HarCossey, Chelsea Darnell. Catherine
grove, Gloria Fritz, Whitney Hendon,
Frederick, Chase Futrell, T.J. HarBrooke Henson, Chris Hill. Sam Johngrove, Laura Jacobs, Jessica Johnson,
ston, Zach Larson. Troy Lewis.
Ryan Leslie, Evan McDaniel, Jessica
Amanda Long, Hillary Lowe, NatalMiller,
ie Lyons, Stephanie Mayfield, Corey
Lindsay Miller, Kristen Parks.
McBee, Kara McColl. Danny McCuisAmanda Paschall, David Robertson, ton, ha Milgate. Brittany Moore.
Will Sampson, Lindsey Smith, Kelsey
Kristina Moore, Brittany Morgan, Kim
Sykes, Peter Thackston, Taylor Thieke,
Myatt-. .Tia Myers-. targets -Na
Heath Towery, Austin Turner, Dustin
Robyn Ryan, Joe Saddoris. Kristin
Wilson and Mindy Wright.
Smith. Andrew Taylor. Mason Th,omas.
All As and Bs
Krystal Thorn, Trey Tindell. DeeRNikki Adams, Wesley Adams, Justin • ayi Wakirup.• Brett - Welter. - Cart
Alexander, Bridget Ball, Kayla Bazzell, Williams, Chris Williams. Heather
Samantha Bennett, Christine Bidwell, Williams, Morgan Williams. Curtis
Wolfe. Austin Wyatt and Halee Wyatt.
Jonathan Black, Ashley Bogard, Whitney Bogard, Crystal Bttimley, Jacob
Bryan, Michael Bumpus,Pans Burgess,
Josh Byrne, Emily Carraway, Austin
Carter, Brittany- Collins, Megan Cotson, Autumn Cowen,
Bryan Craig. Marci Crittendon,
Messica Dial, Casey Dougherty, Steven
Elkins, Kent Erwin, Hugh Falwell,
Chris Fike, Allen Flood, Matt Freeman, Bradley Hale, Corbet Hall. Benjamin Hart, Steven Hart, Lindsey Hays,
Ashley Henson. Josh Hodges, Heather
Howard, Kaysin Flinching. Erin Jakaub,
Anthony Jeffrey, Nikki Jetton, Josh
Johnson, Monte Kennedy. Ashley
Kirks, Whitney Lamb. Jeff Leister,
Jennifer Lofland, Ben Lyons. Eliza-

MHS releases honor roll

DONATION MADE...Charles Homra, center, treasurer of Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity, accepts a
check for $1,000 from Woodmen of the World Lodge No.
728. Lodge members pictured, from left, are Lavonia Rowland, Doris Rose Candace Dowdy and Freda Lovett.

The following are reminders of events for the coming week which
have been announced previously in the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••

Mr. and Mrs. James Fielder of Murray will be honored at a reception,
hosted by their family, in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Feb. 4. 2001, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the annex of Green Plain Church
of Christ, Murray Paris Road. Murray. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts. All relatives and friends are invited.
O.*

ROTARY MEETING...Rotary District Governor Jo Duke, center, and her guest, Nikki Pierceall, left, are pictured with
Jim Tate, Murray Rotary Club president, at a recent meeting. Duke spoke to members with information on district
plans and projects. She challenged the club to meet district goals.

SUPPORT NW FARMERS

Final Weeks...It's All Gotta Go!!! *

;I

a

i

4. 'is

Wuxi bud mum gtit
Sponsored Each Week By

Parker. Ford

Lincoln-Mercury

*

Menus for the lunchrooms in the county and city schools for the week of I-eb. 5 to 9 hase
been released by Janice McCuiston and Judy Clark. food service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change. have been released as follows:
•
••

BIRTHS
Jacob Russell
Hall
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of
Paducah are the parents of a son,
Jacob Russell Hall, born on
Wednesday. Jan. 17, 2001, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight pounds
11 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Lisa
Russell. A brother is Sam, 3 1/2.
Grandparents are Allen and
Mary Ann Russell of Murray and
James and Janice Hall of Carriere, Miss.

EEL

ALL JEWELRY, GIFTS,
& CHILDREN'S ROOM

60%
OFF

406 SOUTH 12TH ST.• MURRAY
753-03IX)

women's shoes & accessories

Walker Lyle
Beck
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Lyle Beck
of Newburgh. Ind., are the parents of a son, Walker Lyle Beck,
born on Thursday. Dec. 28, 2000,
at 2:04 p.m. at Deaconess Hospital, Evansville, Ind.
The baby weighed seven pounds
15 ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Allison Can.
Grandparents are Dave and
Donna Can. of Murray and James
and Bettye Beck of Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are James
and Alice Can of Toms River,
N.J., O.L. and Mary Robertson of
Russell Springs, and the late A.H.
and Faye Morgan, Paducah.

Papa INamond
Heart Ring
Half $
Carat199
•
Ref $SW

New!"Aileen"

tairrs

Baguettes & Prioress Cats
with Rowed Crater

rat

639

s„?799
Bridal
Registry

$1599

Brilliant Cut & Baguette Five
carats*
Diamond Bracelet
,

We are pleased to
announce that

Re4

$34.44

4

Angie Curtis and
Ricky Turner
Diamond Hoop
Earrings

have joined our
bridal registry
Angie & Ricky will be
married February 17th

One Carat'

$399

Casa del Sot.

Ref $999

1100 Chestnut St.
753-1133
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs, bacon, toast, fruit juice; Tuesday - cereal, muffin. banana.
Wednesday - oatmeal, Poptart. orange wedge; Thursday - steak on biscuit, fruit juice. Milk
is served daily.
Lunch
Monday - pork BBQ on bun, corn nuggets. cole slaw, orange wedges; Tuesday fish
nuggets with hushpuppies. onion rings. cole slaw, white beans. Wednesday - ray toll casse
role with Texas toast, corn. California blend veggies; *rhursday corn dog, baked beans.
tossed salad with dressing, grapes. Milk is served daily
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday
pancakes and sausage with syrup, Tuesday - biscuit with sausage gravy.
Wednesday - oatmeal with muffin; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - donut Cereal. toast.
fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - cheesy chicken supreme with roll, hamburger on bun, grilled cheese sandwich.
Tuesday eggs. sausage and biscuit, hot ham and cheese on bun. peanut butter and jelly sand
w Oh Wednesday -meat loaf with roll, corn dog. grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - pizza.
BBQ on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - oven fried chicken with roll, fish
sandwich on bun, grilled cheese sandwich. Vegetables. fruit, chef salads and milk are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - biscuit with sausage gravy. Tuesday - scrambled eggs. hash browns and loast,
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - ham and cheese biscuit, Friday - cinnamon roll
Cereal, toast, biscuit, fruit juice and milk are available daily

Lunch
Monday- beef lama, corn dog. peanut buffer and jelly sandwich, ham and cheese on bun.

Two Carats*

110

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wagar of Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Monday. Feb, 5, 2001, with a family dinner, hosted by their.
family:
-

701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273

* ALL LADIES SHOES*vaiues from $20 to $138!

•

Murray High School has released
man.
11TH GRADE
the names of students _flamed to
-the honor roill tor the- Secilnd nine - Ail As
Sean P. Clemson, Laura E. Darweeks period as follows:
nell, Matthew E. Kelleher. Andrew D.
NINTH GRADE
Parker and Brandy S. Recd.
All As
All As and Bs
Christopher N. Bradley, Bretton H.
Paige L. Adlich. David Anderson
Brown, Ryan S. Cobb, Shanna D.
Gibson; Ken E. Hardy. Haley E. Hart. Jr.. Richard E Blalock II, Floyd A
Cogdell, Jessica Nicole Connelly, Erin
Jordan E. Kelleher. Allison J. KipG. Darnell, Julie Ann Davenport, James
phut and Emily R. Seay.
W. Garrison, Zachary Christian HampAll As and Bs
ton, Geremy Harper,
Dustin M. Barnett, Lauren E. ClemJeffery Michael Holland, Allysia
son, Josh R. Dunn, Becky L. HansisD. Hood. Bryan D. Hopkins. Daniel
O'Neill, Bobby Allen Ives. Bradley
J. Hughes, Boone 0. Lane, Thomas
Ryan Jackson, Yannick K. Jones, Lucas
Masthay. Robyn I Mayfield, Brittany
W. Mathis. Nathan McCoy, John W. J.
Overby, Brandon Miller Smith.
Rall, William Edward Shaeffer, Katie Chelsee
L. Thompson and Jackelyn Var
L. Wagoner and Charlsie R. Young.
gas.
10TH GRADE
12TH GRADE
All As
All As
Todd Ryan Broker, Lacey A.
Andy T. Broach. David HightowLatimer. James L. Quertermous and er, James J. Roberts, Angela
K. Rowlett
Summer P. Williams.
and Wyatt D. Severs.
All As and Bs
All As and Bs
Edward S. Baust. Patrick Michael
Seth E. Cunningham. Richard A.
Connelly, Carley E. Faughn, Tyler N. Fogle, Derek A. Henry, Bryan R.
Harper, Anna K. Hill, Lauren E. Hines, Hughes. John H. Kopperud. Cody L.
Chase T. Lambert, Leamon Lee Jr., Latimer. Kyser T. Lough, Garrett 0.
William C. Mathis, Tiffany Riannon
McCutcheon. Michael C. Montgomery.
McClain. Montez Patterson, Sherrie Lynny W. Muuka, Lauren Paige Owens.
M. Sexton, Austin D. Swain, Jessica Steven E. Prince and Justin Matthew
B. Wilburn and Allyson M. Zimmer- Smith.

EVENT REMINDERS

CLOSING SALE!

*
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Ches ut Hills
Shopping Center

Tuesday - vegetable beef soup with crackers, hot ham and cheese on hun, grilled cheese
sandwich, submarine on hoagie, Wednesday -chicken and dumplings with roll, Sloppy Joe
on hun, chef salad, turkey and Swiss on hoagie; Thursday - pina. breaded chicken on bun.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich, ham and Swiss on bun. Friday - chili dog on hun, cheese
burger. grilled cheese sandwich, tuna salad sandwich Vegetables. fruits. tea, fruit drinks and
milk are available daily
Calkiway High
Breakfast
Monday - chicken on. biscuit; Tuesday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit. Wednesday
sausage biscuit; Thursday biscuit with sausage gravy. Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit
Poptarts. muffins, donuts, cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk arc available daily

I.unch
Monday - crispy steak and roll, breaded chicken on bun. Tuesday chicken nuggets and
roll, ribette on hoagie, Wednesday - spaghetti with meat sauce and bread sticks, turkey club
on bun. Thursday - taco salad with Mexican cornbread, hot ham and cheese on bun. Friday
- corn dog. tuna salad sandwich Vegetables. fruit. cold sandwiches, hamburgers. cheeseburg
ers. fries, chef salads. pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and milk are
available daily
•••

MURRAY ('ITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs, Tuesday - Danish roll, Wednesday waffle. Thursday
gravy and biscuit. Friday - cinnamon pastries Toast, cereal, juice and milk are availahle
daily
Lunch
Monday - cheeseburger. tuna salad with crackers. Tuesday
pizza. chef salad.
Wednesday - taco salad, grilled cheese sandwich. Thursday - turkey sandwich with yogurt,
fish sandwich with cheese, Friday stuffed crust pizza, pimento cheese sandwich Peanut
butter and jelly sandwich available Monday and Friday Vegetables. fruit and milk are avail
able daily
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday breakfast pizza. Tuesday egg and cheese sandwich. Wednesday Poptarts.
Thursday - sausage. gravy and biscuit, Friday - Honey bun Toast, cereal, juice and milk are
as allahle daily
lunch
Monday chicken sandwich, peanut butter sandwich. pizza. Tuesday soft shell tacos
hamburger, Wednesday - Chuckwagon sandwich, tuna fish sandwich. pizza. Thursday
baked ham and rolls, cheeseburger, Friday - foot-long chili cheesy dog, Sloppy Joe sand
wich, pina Vegetables, fruit and milk are available daily
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday French toast shit, Tuesday - breakfast burrito. Wednesday apple orchard haw.
Thursday bacon biscuit, Friday - Danish Toast, cereal. juice and milk are available daily
I unch
Monday chicken and dumplings, turkey sub. Tuesday baked potato bar, hel salad
with crackers. stuff crust pizza. Wednesday beef taco pie. ham sandwich. Thursday chili
fish and cheese sandwich. corn dog
and cheese mix, chicken salad plate. Friday
Hamburgers. cheeseburgers, pizza. vegetables, fruit and milk are available daily
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Churches list speakers
from I Corinthians 6:19-7:3 and worship service. Diane Tatlock is
Hebrews 13:4 at the- 1030 a.m. 2choir director with Betty -Poole Goshen United Methodist
and
6 p.m. worship services. and Ginny Shropshire as accomLewis,
pasKendrick
The Rev.
tor, will speak about "When the Tommy Scott is minister of music. panists. Sunday School will be at
Fish Won't Bite" with scripture The choir will sing "Midnight Cry" 10 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
from Luke 5:1-11 at the 9 a.m. with Tab Brockman as soloist and
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
worship service. Sunday School Jason Thompson will present spespeak
at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
cial
will
music
at
the morning service.
with Terry Butler, director,
services. Ray Hays will
worship
Janice
Graves
non-traditional
will
have
special
The
a.m.
10
Higher Praise Worship Cen- be at
lead the music. Sara Duncan and
a
music
at
the
with
evening
service.
Jerea.m.
11
be
at
will
service
ter
Teresa Dycus will sing at the
Pastor E.F. Clere will be min- potluck lunch at noon honoring my Hudgin is minister of students.
morning hour. The evening worSunday
church.
School
will
be
at
9:30
the
of
members
istering at the 10:30 a.m. worship the new
ship service will feature special
759-1620.
a.m.
call
transportation
For
service and at the miracle wormusic by Ray Hays. Sunday School
Immanuel Lutheran
First Presbyterian
ship service at 6 p.m. Todd Clere
will be at 9 a.m. and DiscipleFirst
The
Montgomery,
Rev.
Redmann,
of
James
M.
David
The Rev.
is minister of music.
WILD GAME DINNER...Dr. Wendell Ray, right, pastor
Training at 5 p.m. For inforship
vacancy
pastor,
will
speak
about
speak
about
"Putting
will
people
co-pastor,
Emmanuel Baptist
Baptist Church, is pictured with some of the 100
mation
call 753-7321 or 436-2204.
Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pas- Out Into Deep Water" with scrip- "Called To Serve" with scripture
present at the men's wild game dinner at First
Pentecostal
Apostolic
from
Luke
5:1-11
at
the
8
a.m.
10:45
the
5:1-11
at
tor, will speak about "Did John ture from Luke
Dale Mewman will speak at the
Church.
servHoly
worship
Communion
Margaret
worship
service.
a.m.
See You There?" with scripturofrom
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. worship servRevelation 20:11-15 at the 11 a.m. Boone is choir director with Mandie ice. Charles Benzing will serve as ices at the church at 513C South
elder.
Sunday
School.
Adult
Bible
worship service, and about "John Green as organist. The choir will
12th St., Murray. Sunday School
Saw Me On His Trip" with scrip- sing "Abide With Me." Also assist- Class and social hour will be at will be at 10 a.m. For informature from Revelation 21:1-6 at the ing will be Ann Stanley, liturgist, 9:15 a.m.
Glendale Rd. Church of Christ tion call cell phone, 994-3074.
John McConnell, Faye McConnell
6 p.m. worship service.
First United Methodist
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
and Charlie Miller. Sunday School
North Pleasant Grove
The
Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor,
will be at 9:30 a.m., Confirma- speak about "Trust in the Lord
Cumberland Presbyterian
about "Is there any
will
speak
Heart"
with
scripwith
All
Your
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, tion Class and Korean Worship at
Lord?" With scripWord
From
The
will speak about "More Than Con- 4 p.m. and Worship II at 5:30 ture from Proverbs 3:5-6 at the 9 ture from Jeremiah 37:16-17 at
Nick
a.m. worship service and
querors.' with scripture from p.m.
Ryan will speak about "Juarez, the 11 a.m. Holy Communion worMemorial Baptist
Deer. duck, pheasant, squirrel. entation on outdoor safety and Romans 8:31-39 at the 11 a.m.
Reed will be
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, Juarez" at the 6 p.m. worship serv- ship service. Norma
grouse and geese were among the avoiding things that bite.
worship service. Dean Cochrum and
Winter
Dr.
Pamela_liturgist
with
Stewart and FBC associate gas- fvfaigard-blell-Bbyd will be inwilt5peakat the 10:50--a.m-.- aril - lee: -Curtis,Darnall, Terry McCall,
entrees Jan. 24 when First Bapand
Joan
of
music
as
minister
will
be
Ion
and
Walter
Lee
Steely
the
6 p.m. worship services. His morntist Church of Murray hosted its tor Terry Garvin rounded out
charge of the music.
The
chancel
as
organist.
Bowker
evening with a couple of hunting
ing will be "The Star Witness" songleaders with Garry Evans as
first wild game dinner.
University _Church of Christ
choir will sing an anthem.
While the church provided the tales.
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister, will with scripture from John 1:35-51 involvement minister, Alan Martin
Coldwater Church of Christ
as
outreach
minister
and
Nick
his
Brandon
and
Two-year-old
speak about "God's Grace Saves when the ordinance of The Lord's
main course of venison chili, salad
Richard Guill, minister, will
and side dishes, guests were invit- dad Russell Tish won the $50 gift From Sin- at the 10 a.m. worship Supper will be observed. Paul Hutchens as youth minister. A short
about "The Talents - A Modspeak
worship
service
will
be
at
5
a.m.
ed to bring their favorite wild certificate door prize provided by eervice and about "What is Man Adams is minister of music with
with scripture from
Parable"
ern
and
Bible
Study
will
be
at
10
Taxidermy
of
Rick's
That You Are Mindful" at the 6 Kathy Thweatt and Tonya Thompgame dish. The varied menu ranged Rick Nelson
at the 10:15
Matthew
25:14-30
a.m.
Cadiz.
Tannery
of
and
son
as
accompanists.
The
sanctuClaiDanny
p.m. worship service.
from grilled goose to stewed squirservice
and about
a.m.
worship
First
Baptist
The plan is for Russ to take borne is worship leader, Jeremy Bell ary choir will sing "Praise Medrel.
with
Shepherd"
The
Good
"Jesus
Dr.
Wendell
Ray,
pastor,
will
they
whatever
fishing
and
is youth minister and Charley ley." Assisting will be Eric EmerThe dinner was an outreach of Brandon
John 10:1-16 at the
scripture
from
speak
about
"Love
Our
Missions
in_otiuted,"
said
have
they'll
catch
_Jon_
and
Dyson.
Sunday
Cindy
,minister.
.F-BC-meds_ ministry _and.evPixt
IlavAil is caMpus
Motivation— wiff-icnpture Troft 6 p.m-. win ship service. Kevin SmithSchool is at 9:40 a.m:
Grace Baptist
• organizer Jeff Stewart said he was Missy Tish, Brandon's mon. "Let's
John
3:16 at the 10:45 a.m, wor- and Mike Enoch will lead the
a
boot
or
not
a
hope
.it's
just
First Christian
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
delighted with the response.
ship
service.
-Mice-Crook is .min'
shoe.u--------'C.
Homer:
pasToritc
-gt-the 101215---The-Rev•
ryótie seemed t6-1-eally
St. Leo Catholic
ister
of
music
with Margaret
next
year's
plans
for
Stewart
said
minister,
will
speak
about
"Crowdservices
.a.m;
and
p.m,
worship
different
dishes:said
--Ain' joy the:
Fr. Ray Goetz will conduct
Wilkins
and
Lisa
Ray
as
accomunderalready
dinner
are
on New Members Sunday. John. ed at the Top" with scripture from
Stewart. "We probably had a 100 game
masses
at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and
panists.
The
ladies
choir
will
sing
way.
Matthew
18:1-7
at
the
10:45
a.m.
Wood is minister of music with
people. lot of them brought somea.m. Sunday. Assisting
8
and
11
"The
Love
of
God"
and
In
One
for
excellent
way
"This
is
an
Homer
worship
service.
Vickie
will
and
Oneida
White
Dwane
Jones
eaten.
thing, and most of it was
O'Neal, Carl HarAnita
will
be
Accord
will
sign
"Grace
Alone."
concludhe
as accompanists. The choir will be worship leader. Mark - Dycus is
I'm not sure anybody ate much men to fellowship,"
Hayden,
Donna Jones,
Steve
ris,
Joetta
Kelly
will
have
the
chileven
something
planning
"We're
choir
director
with
Thome
ed.
Angie
•
sing "Lord, Lay Some Soul Upon
of the chili. But everything was
dren's
sermon
and
Dwain
Bell
will
year."
bigger
for
next
organist.
The
chancel
choir
will
Bob
Franks,
as
Sean
Clemson,
Darmorning
My
Heart"
at
the
hour
Irrittit_y_l_thauk every- _
cleI c
For more information about the and "Take' My Life, Lead Me, sing -Lord, I ant to Be A Chris- speak- about-- Brazil - Mission Trip. ryl Rezac, Tom and Jo Royal,
one who brought food."
Lord" at the evening hour. Sun- tian." Jordan Benton will be acolyte. Assisting will be Norma Treon, Debbie D'Angelo, Kala Crutcller,
Following the meal, Kenny Mad- FBC men's ministry, contact th
chec
753-1854
or
office
at
church
dox from the Woods and wetland
day School will be at 9:30 a.m., Sunday School will be at 9:30 Acteen members, and Martha Frances Ross, Don Brittain, Pam
Moore. Joy Bolton, executive direc- and Jerry Kelly, Lynn Elkins and
Center near Cadiz delivered a pres- the web site at www.fbcmurray.or , a potluck meal at noon and Church- a.m.
tor of Kentucky WMU, will speak Tom Holcomb II.
PoplarSpring Baptist
Hal Shipley, retired minister, will with Judy Ingersoll to speak about
Shiloh Worship Center
missions
at
the
6
p.m.
worship
speak
at
the
8:45
and
11
_a.m.
The
Rev. Willie Rascoe, pasWho sold $779,008 in 21 Days? Rebecca Did!
worship services, and Terry Byer- service. Sunday School will be at tor, will speak at 11 a.m. worship
List with Rebecca(270) 753-1492
ly will-speak at the
p.m_ wor- 9:30_41.m.
service_ with Sunday School at 10
ship service. The monthly busiMartin's Chapel U. Methodist a.m. Bible Study will be ThursCENTURY 21 LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
ness meeting will follow the
The Rev. Michael Blake, pas- day at 7 p.m.
eenturyjob@aol.com
evening service. Ryker Wilson is tor, will 'speak about "Here I Am
Greater Hope Baptist
minister of music with Susan Lord, Send Me" with scripture
The Rev. Willis Cheaney, pasReynol.ds, Hazel Brandon, Anita from Isaiah 6:1-13 at the 9
- a.m. tor, will speak at 1045 ami. wOiBradley and Carol Kelly as accom- worship service. Ralph Robertson ship service. Sunday School will
panists. Sunday School will be at is choir director. Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
10. a.m. and Discipleship Training be at 10:15 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
and Tuesday
at 6 p.m.
The
Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
Bible Study will be at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist
will speak at II a.m. and 7 p.m.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist worship
services. Sunday School
The Rev. Glynn M. On, pasThe Rev. Michael Blake is pastor, will speak about "Family Mat- tor, will speak about "Here I Am will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study
ters: Prerequisites for a Marriage Lord, Send Me" with scripture at 6 p.m.
Calvary Temple
That Honors God" with scripture from Isaiah 6:1-13 at the II a.m.
Pastor J.H. Lipford will speak
at the 10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services. Bill and Pat
Balentine,
Dee Lipford and Tammy
CELLTOUCH,inc.
Elkins will be in charge of music
Dixieland Shopping Center
and song service. Toy Ross will
(Behind Heniees on Chestnut St )
$19.95
assist.
Various churches have released
information concerning their worship services for the weekend as
follows:
Seventh-day Adventist
Worship services will be Saturday at 9 a.m. with Sabbath
School to follow at 10:15 a.m.

wide singing at 530 p.m.

Church hosts
wild game dinner
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•
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t OPENING TOMORROW.
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ffeavenly
Taskets

7
6
7
9

No Long Distance
1100 minutes

verizotwireless
AwManires,

We service what we sell!

$59.95 Digital Phone
& Car Charger

va,abie on new one yea,service aireernrit Sublect lo cm& dvack and approval Fee MO bio

t
tarty lamination of contract Other restrictions may awry Otter ends January 31stlasd

Faith Tabernacle
to hold worship
service tonight

•

JUST IN TIME FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY

b

cl •

YOU DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.

WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER
HOURS: M0N.-FR1. 9-5:30 & SAT. 9-1:00

•

A Cell-Based Church
Calloway County, KY cell groups:
Wed., Fri., or Sun. evenings

270-759-2333

rç

c

Choose the home cell group that fits you

615-A Southside Shopping Center

•

Pastor Larry McClure from
Water Valley will speak at a worship service at Faith Tabernacle
Church tonight (Friday) at 7 p.m.
The church is located 3 1/2
miles east of Almo at 525 Peeler Rd.

16th & Glendale • Murray, KY

Jfeavenly gift Baskets

•0

.,

Christian Community Church

*Birthday •Baby •Wedding *Housewarming
•Get Well •Holidays •Gourmet

There are gift baskets and then there are

Motivation?

Check The Manual...

Specializing in custom baskets
& balloons for all occasions

•I

Need

Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Tim Cole, pastor, will
speak at the 10:30 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. worship service. Gene On
Miller will direct the music with
Gwyn Key and Rhonda Lamb as
accompanists.

14 c

TN cell group:
Fri. evenings

Henry County,

Contemporary Worship
In-depth Bible teaching for all Cells
Sundays 10:30 a.m.
Coll (270) 753-9295 for information
Pastor lames Stuart
www murroyccc.org

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.50%
(February,2001)
Southern Farm Filirpai, L if° c
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau life guarantees the rate will never de, mace
•, •
below 300
charge,
. appl•.

BOB
CORNELISON

753-4703
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Murray-Calloway County
:Directory of C14417. •-che's
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10 15 am
Worship
Sat 9:00 arn

AlISEMBLIES Or SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10 10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship 9.00 & 11 00 a m & 6.00 p.m
7.00 p.m
Wednesday

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
School
10 am
Sunday
Ilam & 6 p.m
Worship
5 p.m
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Services
600 p.m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 p.m
Wednesday Serv
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.
6:00 p.in.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Serrices
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 am
Eleaday School
11.00 a.m.
•Illarning Worship
Worship
6:45 p.m
-Evening
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 a.m
10:45a m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 am
Worship
10.45 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a in.
Morning Worship 11:00 .in & 6:00 p m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m
Sun. Schools
8.915 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed Worship
7 p.m
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6.30 p.m
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Church Training
5.30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 8.111.
Evening Service
5:00 p.m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
6-30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 600 p.m
Wednesday Night
'700 p.rn.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m
3rd Sunday
2:00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 am
Evening Worship
600 p in
MOUNT BORES FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.308 in
Worship
11-00a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11 a rn & 7 p.m.
Worship
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Preaching
1100 am
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
600 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
8.45
Worship
& 11 a m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
II am &6 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday
SCCYITS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 agn.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a in & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9_30 am.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11am & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m_
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
II 00 a in.
Wednesday - Home Groups
6 00 p.m
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
10 am.
Wed Spiritual Training Classes 7 p m
Fn Celebration Services
7 p in
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 pm.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.m.
Worship
11 30 a.ni & 7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH

at Mein St Youth Center

Worship 2nd Sun.
Worship 4th Sun.
Tuesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a m.
Watchtower Study
10 30 a.rn

LUTHERAN
IMMANIJEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8.00 a.m.
Bible Study
9. 15 a m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a in.
2nd & 4th Sim. Night
600 pm

CATHOLIC

"What is impossible with men is possible with God"
Luke 18:27
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10::00 a.m
Morning Service
10:45 a.in
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 30 p.m
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 am.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
900 arn.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 acn
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
V:00 p.m
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9.50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classe.s
9 a.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10.00 a.m
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship Service
10.45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9.30 a.m.
Evening Service
6 00 p m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
10:30 a.m.
1030 a.m
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a.m
Morning Worship
9.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
10:15 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 •.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a in
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9.00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a m & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900 a m
6:00 pm.
Evening
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
40.00 a m
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6.00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
1100 a m.
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a in.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,600 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
1100 a.m.
Church School
950 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
10:00 am.

MRCS SF JESUS CHRIST
Or LATTI2 BAY SAMS

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a.m
Sunday School
1110 a.m
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m

KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 sim.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9.30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10-30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m_
Morning Worship

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
Sam & 10 30 a m
Christian Education
9- 15 sin
Wed Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10 30 a m
Children's Sun. School
11 a.in

Formal Wear and Limousine
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300•(270) 759-4713• Tull Free 1-888-367-6757

IIMURRAu

401ESIELE

LECTRIC

206 E. Main

Street

SUPPY

753-8194

.......7

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

_
CALVARY TIIMPLE- Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a* & 6:30 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOOTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 700 pm
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p in
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10.30 a.m & 6 pm
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7.00 p in
Worship
10.30 a m. & 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 .. 00 a m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 pm
LAKE-LAN'D APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
2:00 p.m
Thursday
700 pm

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m
Contemporary Worship
5:30 pm
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship Service
11:00 a III
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
1100 aril
Sunday School
10:00 a in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m & 7 p m

CLEANERS

612 S. 9th St.

Hrs: Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-10p m
Fn. & Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.

753
'
2552

1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
St.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707

West Main

Murray
"We have over 50 years experience
in design and craftsmanship"

We are here to serve you and your loved ones

270-759-0907

753-1962

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

The

Murray Bank

Murray
Appliance

Member FDIC

Hurray
626S

Kentucky

Rh St

FREE COFFEE WITH PURCHASE OF GAS
Chuck

212 E. Main St

405S 12th St
Murray, KY
270 753 5626

How Banking Should Be

753-1586

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-5719
Call in or fax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax: 759-3329

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY

500 North 4th Street

FORD

rs)
Arbg

IMMAT13
118 N. 7th

d•sli

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
alt Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

LUADRY

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Yearc"
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

•iinIi k

759-4522

C enter

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

SATELLITE & ANTENNA

Hwy.641 North

Retirement

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

BEASLEY'S

WOODWFTElfS
GALLERIES

Hickory Woods

fro WWI Wel

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
1100a.m & 6:00pm
Church
Wednesday
TOO

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Cain
9
S0
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH DODGE JEEP Five STAR
1400 N 12TH • MURRAY KY e*
•
•
•

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 am &5

Thornton Tile and Marble

Laupte,
•

•Weddings • Preins 'Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversanes

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.in
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a In
Evening Worship
6:00 p.ni
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p m

thte awser-chctrzts 1...vho Practice this /page possible.

,
4 IS
•,-,„zr

formal Weir

10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6.30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

Special tiactralits

11111r.rti)1

NAZARENE

114 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94

Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7 30 p.m
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
10.30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.
Holy Eve
700 p.m
Holy Day
600 p.m
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
6:15 p.m.
Sunday Maws
8 am,11 a.m. & 6 p.m

Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

BET. CAJRbILEL
Worship
10:00 ani
Sunday School
11:00 a.rn
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.in
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a n,
Worship
11.00 a ni
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9.45 am
Sunday School
11.-00a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a in
Morning Worship
10.45 a in
Evening
600 p in
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10.00 a in.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Service
11:00 a.m

Jones & Tina Cunningham, Owners
(270) 753-7773

MURRAY
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
753-0440

753-1489

Michelin - Regal - BF Goodrich -

•

LEDGER & TIMES
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY VS.Tennessee-Martin
Saturday, Febtoramary 3 Tip—off 6:00 pArineSkyhawk Arena • Martin, Tennessee

R ACERS

Racer Schedule

BACK ON TRACK

November
20 Gardner-Webb
28 UC-Colorado Springs

W 103-76
W 80-73

December
@Detroit University
2
5
Western Kentucky
8
@ Alabama-Birmingham
17 0 Southern Illinois
19 South Alabama
21 @Louisville
28 @University of Colorado
30 @University of Nebraska

L 91-64
W 83-81
W 84-72 OT
L94-79
L:
L
86
76
W
L 94:7
711

January
J
2 vs
anta Clara
6 Tennessee-Martin
1 @Southeast Missouri
13 @Eastern Illinois
18 Morehead State
20 Eastern Kentucky
23 Austin Peay
25 @Tennessee Tech (Fox SS)
30 @Tennessee State

W
41-.1
76-7
62
9
W 60-58
179-63
W 83-62
W 95-66
W 76-74
L 80-85
7-30 p.m.

February
@Tennessee-Martin
3
6 @Austin Peay (Fox SS)
Southeast Missouri
8
IQ Eastern Illinois(ESPN2)
15 @Morehead State
17 @tastern Kentucky
_ __20__Tennessee_state
22 Tennessee Tech
27 OVC Tournament

6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

7:10 p.m.
TBA

March
2-3 OVC Tournament

Tevester Anderson
Racer Head Coach
Third Year

TBA

All Times Central

/taut aft yaw( isiettee.1 at

Inn • Suites • Hotels

AmeriHost Inn® Murray
1210 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Ph: 270-759-5910
Fax: 270-759-5912

Good Luck
Racers!
!•

Tim Hilbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8113

-rhe rAMitv FroternItv.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOW OFFtC1 OMAHA 14/1111ASIFA
-mon XII

III

1 Large
3 Topping Pizza

The Racers got back on the winning track Tuesday night, smashing rival Tennessee State 102-83 in
win
Nashville, Tenn. The
improved MSU's OVC record to
6-2. Pictured are (clockwise, from
top) Isaac Spencer, Rod Thomas.
and Kevin Paschel.

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

About Unnessee-Martin...
The Skyhawks (7-11, 2-6 OVC)are in the midst of a three-game conference losing streak after falling
to Tennessee State (93-76 and Tennessee Tech (92-84) last week. UTM led the first-place Golden Eagles
52-48 with 15 minutes to go, but were unable to hang on. The Skyhawks finished the contest with 11 more
field goals than Tech, but got outscored 38-12 at the free throw line.
Sophomore guard Okechi Egbe scored a team-high 25 points on 11-of-19 shooting and also grabbed
seven rebounds. The effort was Egbe's best singe netting a school-record 44 points in the season opener.
Junior forward Brian Foster added 18 points versus Tech while junior Jeremy Sargent came off the
bench to contribute 14 points, 12 rebounds and four blocks in 27 minutes.
In the loss to TSU,the Skyhawks committed 24 turnovers and were hurt by the Tigers' 11 three-pointers. Senior forward Hayden Prescott paced UTM with 14 points while Egbe had 12. Reserve guard
Michael Jackson played well last week, scoring 17 points and dishing out 12 assists over the two games.
The Skyhawks hosted St. Mary's (Mich." Tuesday night and visited Alabama A&M on Thursday before
facing Murray State tomorrow night.

EVERYDAY SPECIAL

•3r S7.50
Al! New Releases

••

is
(
S

2 Night Rental
or

/

753-7670
ti• 1216
Nam *arm(6.
Sallow • WI
Fn Cat • 10.12

Egbe paces UTM offense...
Through Tuesday's play, Egbe was the Skyhawks' leading scorer at 12.9 points per game. Three other
Skyhawks are also averaging in double figures: Prescott (11.5 ppg.), Foster (10.8) and Sargent (10.3).
Sargent leads the team in rebounding at 7.2 boards per contest while Prescott paces UTM in assists at 5.8
per outing.

Last Time against Murray State...

Deep Dish Extra. Expires 2/15/01

117 S. 12th

Street

Saturday's matchup will be the second between the two clubs this season, with the Racers winning the
first meeting 76-69 Jan. 6 in Murray. Senior forward Isaac Spencer and sophomore guard Chris Shumate
shared team scoring honors for MSU with 20 apiece. The Racers trailed 36-33 at the halftime break, but
rebounded in the second half to regain the lead and pull out the victory.
Jackson matched Spencer and Shumate with 20 points, but Martin only shot 39 percent (28-of-73)for
the game, including a 35 percent effort in the second half. The Racers were sparked by 45 percent sho6ting (26-of-57).

MSU-UTM The Series...
The Racers hold a commanding 18-1 record in the all-time series with Tennessee-Martin, holding a 100 advantage in Murray and an 8-1 victory margin at Martin's Skyhawk Arena.

753-3030
parsisommmaisenumummemm•

52.00 OFF
I

Supporting Racer Suwon
Basketball
The
Murray

OW Service
it...

1
.
•

.

'•

fel

The0

102 South 12th St. • Murray
759-3278
•.00(1 Oi
r C ANiCS

ilIPAPAr

citat

Air

POPI W140 I( NOW
UK VALVOLINE

•

Murray

State

753-0,140

civic surNECiiii_
Enjoy Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Spa Gatti Buffet with Drink

2Lunch for $799
$399
2
Dinner for

Racers!

tal

20/0
,
Special good thru 2,

How Bankity Should Be
405 S 121h St • Murray, KY

270.753 5626
Member FDIC

all

R04 CheelnIII SI

ifr. ••••,..
dor
„Ihnir 753 6658
.
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OVC STANDINGS
Conference
L
W
7
2
E Urnos
2
Tennessee Tecn
7
2
Murray St
6
Austin Peay
3
6
5
4
Morehead St
6
SE Missouri
3
6
Tennessee St
3
Tenn -Martin
6
2
7
1
E Kentucky

CCMS squad
claims title
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Jr. Lady
Lakers completed a perfect season by winning the Fourth District Middle School Girls' Basketball Tournament championship
Thursday at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
CCMS (20-0) overcame 13of-47 shooting from the field to
defeat North Marshall 36-20 in
the final after building a 5-3
first-quarter edge and a 16-12
advantage at intermission.
Calloway made up ft* its offensive struggles with a defense that
registered 14 steals and six blocks
and held the Jr. Lady Marshals
(11-10) scoreless in the final 5:25
and to just eight second-half
points.
Kalyn Fox led the Jr. Lady
Lakers with eight points, three
steals and three assists, while Jessica Greer recorded seven points,
five rebounds; three steals and
eight deflections.

Calloway also received seen
points and three steals from
Chelsea Morris, six points from
Brittany Collins, four points from
Halee Wyatt and six rebounds from
Whitney Hendon.
The Jr. Lady Lakers, who sank
10-of-17 free throws, opened
things up in the third period when
a Hendon pass to Morris, two
Wyatt foul shots and Greer's steal
and layup produced a 6-0 run
and a 24-14 margin with 313
left in the frame.
North Marshall, paced.by Jessie
Bock's eight points and six from
Emily Gann, stayed within reach
behind second-quarter 3-pointers
from Gann and Ashley Thweatt.

Eagles
upset
Tech

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger photo
PERFECTION...Calloway's
Carrie Radke (31) protects
the ball from a North Marshall defender. The Jr. Lady
Lakers completed a perfect
season with a district title.

UK boosters: Assistants used money iinpfoperly
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
NCAA rules forbid boosters paying for athletic prospects' expenses to attend a member school's
camps or clinics, but three-lintversity of Kentucky football boosters say a former assistant coach
told them the $8,250 they gave
would be used to pay camp fees
for players who couldn't afford
them.
Tom Bozarth, his uncle Perry
Bozarth and Charles Bradley of
Midway all told the Lexington
Herald-Leader that former Kentucky defensive coordinator Mike
Major asked them last spring to
donate money to help players attend
a Hal Mumme football camp.
Another man, Thomas Sayre,
said he was also asked by a former Kentucky assistant to donate

money to the Mumme football
camps to pay the registration fees
for players, but he would not name
that coach.
The NCA A -Division-trate- book-says that boosters "may not pay
a prospect's expenses to attend a
member institution's sports camp
or clinic."
But Perry Bozarth, the chief
financial officer at Sallee Horse
Vans Inc., said Thursday that Major
told him donations to pay camp
registration fees for players were
not against NCAA rules.
"He said to sponsor' any particular player it tvas going to be
$250," Bozarth said. "That's what
the registration was.
"He said, 'Any help you can
give us, we'd appreciate it,"
Bozarth said of Major. "He said

this was the one way the NCAA
allowed them to bring in players
and evaluate talent".
Ultimately, the Bozarths or cornflies-associated-with the Bozarth
family donated at least $7,750 to
UK football camps, according to
university records.
Perry Bozarth donated $1,000;
Reeds-N-Weeds, a company owned
by his wife, donated $250; Tom
Bozarth donattd $1,500 in two
checks ($1,000 and $500); and
Tom Bozarth's company, Arch
Bloodstock LLC, donated $5,000.
Bradley, who owned the Midway Corner Grocery until turning
it over to his son in July, said he
donated $500 to the camps after
Major paid an unexpected visit to
the store.
Bradley said Major told him

his donation would go "to help yesterday %keit: unsuccessful. His
the kids who could not afford to wife, Laura, said Major was traveling and did not leave a number
come to the camp."
Sayre, a Lexington bloodstock where he could be contacted.
Mumme -did not respond to an
agent, donated $500-to the camps.
He said Thursday that he knew interview request made through the
the Bozarths but that his contri- university's sports information
department.
bution was not related to theirs.
If booster money were used to
"The way that it was presented to me is that there are kids pay for players to attend camp, it
who cannot afford to go there so is clearly an NCAA violation, said
this money went to get those kids Jane Jankowski, an NCAA spokesto come to that camp," Sayre said. woman. She said it would be up
Most of the Bozarths' donations to the NCAA Committee on Infracwere made in April. The UK foot- tions to determine the severity of
that infraction.
ball camps were held in June.
"I made the contributions to the- --13K Athletics Director Larry Ivy
camp because Mike asked me to," said Thursday night that he did
Tom Bozarth said. "The whole not know either Tom or Perry
idea was to help offset the costs Bozarth and was not familiar with
for people to come" to the camps. their stories. He declined further
Repeated attempts to reach Major comment.

Tar Heels escape with win over Duke

CLUTCH PLAY. North Carolina center Brendan Haywood
knocked down a pair of free throws with just 1.2 seconds left to
lift the Tar Heels to an 85-83 victory over ACC rival Duke Thursday night at Cameron Indoor Stadium.

DURHAM, N.C.(AP) — Shane n t making a play on him. I was es etlecti‘ely.
"I think our offense affected
Battier has made a big steal to going for the ball. We both colour defense," Krzyzewski said.
give Duke momentum many times lided and I guess I lost.
"It stings, it stings because we "The fact that we didn't see the
in his college career.
This time, one of the program's lost. It doesn't matter who we ball go in on some open shots
had a -negative impact on our
greatest defenders came up short were playing."
You have to be mentally
defense.
Top
involving
games
other
In
edged
4
No.
as
North Carolina
the second-ranked Blue Devils 85- 25 teams, No. 1 Stanford edged tough to go on to the next play.
No. 21 Southern California 77-71; They had 35 points in the first
83 Thursday night.
Battier ran into 7-foot center Oregon upset No. 7 Arizona 79- 12 1/2 minutes, then our defense
Brendan Haywood 22 feet from 67; Hawaii beat No. 19 Fresno started to play better. No question
the basket trying to make a steal State 91-73; and Miami defeated our offense hurt our defense."
The Tar Heels were up by seven
with 1.3 seconds left and the game No. 22 Seton Hall 72-66.
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski at halftime, and Duke led on just
tied 83-83.
Haywood, a 48 percent free- had no beef with the late foul call five possessions of the second period before Mike Dunleavy's 3throw shooter, swished both as the by official Mike Wood.
"You would like to see some- pointer with 3.9 seconds left tied
Tar Heels (18-2, 8-0 Atlantic Coast
Conference) won their 15th straight thing with a shot involved, but it at 83-83.
Battier then fouled Haywood,
to send a wild Cameron Indoor hey, they saw it. We're big boys,"
who wasn't really supposed to touch
Krzyzewski said.
Stadium crowd home stunned.
Forte scored 24 points, had a the hall.
"It was a gamble," North Car"The play was designed for Joe
olina's Joseph Forte said of Bat- career-best 16 rebounds, six assists
tier's costly steal attempt. "Some- and three steals. His rebound total to catch it on the run and go up
times you win, sometimes you was the most ever by a North the sideline and get the best shot
he could." Haywood said of the
lose. If he had stolen the ball, it Carolina guard.
Forte and the Tar Heels never inbounds plan following Dunleavy's
would be overtime. It was a foul
got rattled in steamy Cameron, game-tying shot. "But three guys
and a foul is a foul."
Battier, a two-time national while the Blue Devils had one of swarmed Joe. he was trapped and
defensive player of the year, said their worst shooting games of the I stepped up. Battier had to go
he was just trying to make a play. season. Duke shot 39.7 perceir, through me to get it."
The Dean Smith-Bill Guthridge
But instead, the senior fouled out made just 12 of 35 3-pointers and
regime played pan-to-man defense
and cost the Blue Devils (19-2, missed 14 free throws.
Jason Williams led Duke with for 40 years, rarely going to a
7-1) a shot at the outright ACC
points, but he missed six of zone. But first-year coach Matt
32
lead.
"That's basketball," said Batti- 10 foul shots and couldn't really Doherty went to an effective zone
er, who also had an off night from get this club in an offensive groove numerous times to slow down one
the field, going 5-for-16. "I was- as the Tar Heels switched defens- of the nation's top scoring teams.

Lady Vols get revenge, down UConn 92-88
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (Al') — With
Chamique Holdsclaw watching, Gwen Jackson put on a Holdsclaw-type performance
to lead Tennessee to victory in one of the
biggest rivalries in women's basketball.
Jackson scored a career-high 28 points.
grabbed 14 rebounds and blocked five shots
as the third-ranked Lady Vols (22-1) outlasted the No. 2 Connecticut Huskies 9288 Thursday.
"If you had told me that we would he
able to win with Michelle Snow and Semeka Randall playing the way that they played

All Games
WL
14
6
7
12
11
8
6
15
10
10
9
12
6 15
7 12
11
7

and Tamika Catchings in street clothes. I
wouldn't have believed it," said Tennessee
coach Pat Summitt, who earned her 750th
win. "Gwen Jackson was our biggest player on both ends of the floor."
Holdsclaw, a member of three national
championship teams at Tennessee, had her
No. 23 jersey retired in a halftime ceremony.
In a frenetic and riveting game between
the top programs in women's college basketball, Snow and Randall cooled off for
the first time since Catchings went down

with a torn ACL on Jan. IS.
Kara Lawson added 23 points and Kristen Clement had 10 for Tennessee, which
has won 11 straight since losing 81-76 to
the Huskies (17-2) on Dec. 30. Connecticut had won the last two meetings in the
series, including last season's national championship.
The rematch lived up to its billing and
remained close the entire way as neither
team was able to extend a lead past nine
points.
Tennessee led by seven with 1:02 remain-

ing. but Connecticut refused to back down.
Jackson and Lawson each made two free
throws down the stretch after the Huskies
pulled within four on Sue Bird's basket to
keep the Lady Vols in front.
Connecticut's Tamika Williams, who finished with 23 points and 10 rebounds,
scored with 4.3 seconds left, cutting the
lead to 88-90, before Tennessee's Ashley
Robinson, who has struggled from the line,
made two free throws after she was intentionally fouled on the next possession to
ice the victory.

MOREHEAD,Ky.(AP)— Marquis Sykes scored a career-high
15 points to lead four players in
double figures as Morehead State
beat Tennessee Tech 74-67 Thursday night.
Morehead (10-10 overall, 4-5
Ohio Valley Conference) also got
13 points each from Ricky Millard
and Greg Hendricks and 12 points
from Greg Aliu.
DeAntoine Beasley and Jason
Harrell scored 13 points each for
Tennessee Tech (12-7." 7-2). Larne Smith added 11 and Joey Westmoreland. 10.
Morehead made six consecutive free throws in the final 1:36
— two each by Minard. Hendricks and Kyle Umberger —
before Minard missed two with
25'-seconds left and the Eagles
ahead by 10.
Morehead ---finisived---25--444
(56.8 percent) from the field,
including I4-of-22 (63.6) in the
second half and 8-of-14 (57.1)
from 3-point range. Tech was 26of-59 (44.1) from the field and
3-of-24 (12.5) from behind the
arc.
Morehead led 36-26 at halftime. The closest Tech was able
to get in the second half was four
points at 62-58 with 3:41 kft,.
E. Illinois 74.
Tennessee Si, 72
CHARLESTON. III. (AP) —
Chris Herrera came off the bench
to hit two free throws with three
seconds left in the game in leading Eastern Illinois to 74-72 win
over Tennessee State Thursday
night.
Kyle Hill led Eastern's Panthers (14-6, 7-2 Ohio Valley ('onference) with 21 points. Henry
Domercant added 13 points.
Herrera's free throws extended
Eastern's lead to- 74-69. TSU's
Jamie Roberts hit a 3-pointer at
the buzzer to make it 74-72
Roberts led State's Tigers (615. 3-6) with 25 points, shooting
3-of-4 from 3-point range and hitting 9-of-11 field goal attempts.
Garrett Richardson added 13 points.
TSU led 41-37 at the half, but
the Panthers sank 50 percent of
their field goal attempts in the
second half seal the victory. The
Panthers were 21-of-26 from the
free-throw line. State completed
8-of-11 free-throws.
Austin Peay 77,
SE Missouri 72
CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo.(AP)
—Trenton Hassell scored 27 points
and grabbed eight rebounds to
lead Austin Peay to a 77-72 victory over Southeast Missouri State
on Thursday night.
Hassell dominated at times,
including scoring seven consecutive points in 1:30 stretch in the
second half for the Governors (156 overall, 6-3 Ohio Valley). He
finished with 10-of-17 from the
floor and 7-of-9 free throws.
Early on, it appeared Southeast
(13-8, 4-5) might have a shot at
avenging its Jan. 6 nationally televised 88-60 loss to Austin Peay.
The game was tied at 6 when
the Indians went on a 17-6 run,
which included 3-pointers from
Antonio Short and Emmanuel
McCuthison. But Austin Peay rallied to take 31-29 halftime lead.
Austin Peay had three others
in-double figures. Nick Stapleton
scored 16 points and had seven
assists. Theanthony Haymon added
15 points and Joe Williams had
14 points and 12 rebounds.
Southeast Missouri was led by
Michael Stokes, who scored 17
points and had seven assists. Tim
Scheer contributed 14 points, with
Daniel Weaver and Short each
adding I I.
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di Insurance Agency sAvratl°
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Murray Tigers (12-8. 3-1)
Player
Pts.
Kwen Trice
20
340
Anthony Cogdell
252
20
Daryl Cole
17
162
Tom Masthay
20
162
Matt Kelleher
20
129
Blake Rayburn
119
20
Adam French
7
23
Josh Garland
16
28
Dylan Volp
14
19
Kyle Erwin
4
4
Mark Daniel
3
2
Nathan Williams
5
2
Jordan Kelleher
4
0
Josh Dunn
1
0
Team
20
1,242
Opponents
20
1,136
Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (8-12.
Player
0
Pts.
Jena Thomas
20
290
Whitney Ragsdale
20
190
Raegan Morton
18
89
Felicia Prescott
20
77
Ashley Chadwick
44
13
Andrea Loveless
1
3
Mcagan Rogers
19
43
Kacee Stonecipher
20
39
Carlie Williams
20
31
Katie Ross
16
24
Brittany Lamb
10
10
Tiffany Cunningham
7
6
Lindsay White
4
5
Brittany McCuiston
4
6
Heather Macha
6
0
Courtney Erwin
1
0
Julie Rushing
1
0
Kathryn Stalls
0
Team
20
854
Opponents
20
916

Avg
17 0
126
95
81
65

60
33
18
14
10
07
04
00
00
62.1
56.8
0-3)
Avg.
145
95
49
39
34
30
23

2.0
1.6
15
1.0
09
08
07
00
00
00
00
42.7
45.8

Calloway Co. Lakers 110-7
Player
Pts.
Avg.
Mitcheli McClure
17
339
199
Harris
Brady
17
79
135
Patrick Greer
17
7.2
123
Clay Lamb
114
16
71
Jay Boggess
17
61
103
Jimmy Bynum
10
60
60
Derek McCallum
16
47
75
Todd Sexton
47
15
3.1
Trent Travis
11
1.4
15
Terry Adams
10
13
1.3
Kelly Overbey
14
13
1.1
Josh Young
9
0.9
8
Roger Jones
4
0.5
2
Logan Walker
4
04
9
Seth Barrow
4
10
0.4
Tyler Boggess
0
2
0.0
Team
17
1.057
62.2
Opponents
17
945
55.8
Murray Lady Tigers (15-4, 1-1)
Player
Pts.
Avg.
Ashley Tripp
19
306
16.1
Whitney Alexander
18
210
11.7
Delanda Olive
19
127
6.7
Ashley Hood
99
19
5.2
Paige Adlich
19
92
4.8
Sherrie Sexton
19
4.7
89
Chelsee Thompson 19
77
4.1
Lisa Thurman
7
5
1.4
Carley Faughn
9
8
0.9
Dea Martin
4
2
0.5
Kayla Olive
4
10
0.4
Katie Wagoner
4
1
0.3
Lauren Owens
10
2
0.2
Allysia Hood
10
1
0.1
Allison Cross
9
0
0.0
Erika Trenholm
4
0
0.0

Team

Opponents

19
19

1,027
810

54.1
42 6

Healthy Woods
trails by two
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP)
— Despite a gimpy knee caused
by an overzealous fan, Tiger Woods
knew all along he would be able
to play in the first round of, the
.
He just didn't know how well.
"I should be able to break 90,"
Woods said after warming up on
the practice green early Thursday
morning.
tie made it sound like there
was a better chance of the sun
--shining -on the Monterey Peninsula. which it almost never does
when this tournament comes to
town, than of him playing well.
Alas, the rugged California'
coastline was awash in sunshine,
and Woods broke 90 by 24 shots.
One day after he stepped awkwardly on an autograph hound and
sprained his left knee. Woods set
aside the pain to make eight birdies
in his round of 6-under 66, just
2 strokes out of the lead held by
David Berganio.
"I knew it was OK." Woods
confessed. "It felt sore, yes, but
when it's time to play. it's time
to play. A friend of mine told me
there's a difference between pain
and injury."
Only Woods knows how badly
he sprained the ligament in his
left knee, and there were only a
kw signs during his round at Spyglass Hill.
Standing on the first tee, he
reached back with his left leg and
tapped the ground twice before
belting a 32I-yard drive that split
the fairway. He winced and favored
his leg after hitting a 3-wood that

Zuul

Sixers top Knicks

SCOREBOARD

Van HaverStOCk

E.BHUAH

sailed 274 yards, pin-high just
right of the green, setting up a
birdie on his opening hole.
At the end, he hit his stride.
Woods,. who missed only one
,i is e wi
three straight birdies.
Imagine what he might have
done on two good knees.
"Probably a 73 or 74,"s he said
with a smile.
Woods had a
73 at Spyglass
last year and
wound up winning the Pebble
Beach National
Am by two strokes, but only
after he overcame a 7-stroke
WOODS
deficit
with
seven holes to play with an eaglebirdie-par-birdie finish.
A year ago. he was 7 strokes
behind after the first round. This
time, he trails Berganio by 2
strokes as he goes to Poppy Hills
on Friday. the easiest course on
the rotation because it has five
par 5s.
Berganio also played Spyglass,
considered the toughest of the three
courses, and got through without
a bogey in his round of 64. That
tied the course record for tournament play set by Dan Forsman in
1993.
Hardly anyone noticed.
"He's Tiger Woods." Berganio
said with a shrug. "They're going
to talk about him whether he has
a hangnail or a hyperextended
knee. I kneNv hr' mild play."

By The Associated Press
--Allois-iset,son-was-Ammoppabie ti the s
against the NBA's- stingiest team, and the Los AngeS
les Clippers.returned Irani a road trip .with less bagL
gage.
Iverson, dogged by questions about his run-in
with Indiana fans earlier in the week, scored 23 of
his 31 points in the second half as the Philadelphia
76ers beat the New York Knicks 87-80 Thursday
night.
"You can contain him, but you can't stop him."
Tyrone Hill said of Iverson. "He has never met his
match."
In other NBA games, the Clippers ended a ninegame losing streak with a 101-84 victory over Houston; Minnesota beat Cleveland 90-81; Dallas defeated Miami in overtime 95-91; Utah topped Charlotte
87-76; Seattle stopped Chicago 97-91; and Portland
beat Phoenix 100-92.
The Sixers, who had a 13-game road winning
streak snapped Tuesday in Toronto, moved 7 1/2
games ahead of the second-place Knicks in the
Atlantic Division with Thursday's victory. Philadelphia is 21-5 on the road, surpassing last season's
win total.
"This is the first real team I've been on in my
life," said Iverson, who shot 11-for-30 and had eight
assists. -There are no egos, nobody cares who's
shooting the ball, who has the name, who's the AllStar. It's all about one common goal: bringing a
championship to Philadelphia."
Iverson stood by his account of Sunday's events
when he was heard on NBC's broadcast in Indiana

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BOYS' BASKETBALL
• Calloway County vs. Murray
MHS Gym - 6 p.m.
• Anchored Christian Academy
vs. Eastwood Christian Academy
ECA Gym - 6 p.m.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL •
• Calloway Co. vs. Murray "
MliS Gym - .7:30 pm.,
SATURDAY
INDOOR TRACK & FIELD
• Murray State at Indiana
(men & women)
Bloomington, Ind. -

TBA
WOMEN'S,.BASKETBALL
• ii .• - i•i r• v
Martin, Tenn. - 4 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
• Murray State vs. UT-Martin
Martin, Tenn. - 6 p.m.

PEPPERS
Used Cars & Trucks

24K Miles

2000 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
St#01154.1, White, V-6, Auto
NC, TIC, 10K Miles

2000 Oldsmobile Bravada
St#oloai 1, 4WDR, White, V-6.
All power, leather, 21K Miles

1999 Chevrolet S-10 LS
St#01268.1, Silver, A/C, P/S.
P/B, 24K Miles

1999 Pontiac Montana
Ex-Length Minivan
EXPLOSION...Allen Iverson scored 31 points
as the Philadelphia 76ers defeated the New
York Knicks 87-80 Thursday.
calling a fan a derogatory term for gays. He said
he was responding to a fan's racial slur. The Pacers said there was no evidence of a racial slur.
"It was blown out of proportion because people
heard me responding back," Iverson said. "But if
you listen, you'll hear things way worse than what
I said. But I'm Allen Iverson and 1 have an 'X' on
my chest. I handled it the wrong way. I shouldn't
have yelled back."

Bills hire Titans coach
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)
— Three weeks ago, when Tom
Donahoe began looking at prospects
for head coach of the Buffalo
Bills, Gregg Williams didn't make
the short list.
Williams, the Tennessee Titans'
defensive coordinator, got the job
Thursday.
"We could only pick one, and
he- had to be the best guy for the
situation," said Donahoe, the Bills
President Who only added Williams
to his search after prospective candidate Dom Capers was hired by
the expansion Houston Texans.
Williams, who will be formally introduced at a press conference in Orchard Park n Friday.
becomes the Bills' 12th head coach,
taking over for Wade Phillips, who
was fired last month. The Bills
were the final NFL team without
.1 head coach this offseason.

Williams, 42, was hired ahead
of three other defensive coordinators: Marvin Lewis, of the Super
Bowl champion Baltimore Ravens;
John Fox, of the NFC champion
New York Giants; and Ted Cottrell, the former Bills assistant who
joined the New York Jets.
-Not- bad- for - someone -who
became a defensive coordinator in
1997, only seven years after breaking in as a quality control assistant with the Houston Oilers.
"Gregg Williams was coaching
in high school 12 1/2 years ago,"
Titans coach Jeff Fisher said. -That
says an awful lot for where he's
come."
While he didn't have th
tus that Lewis established with the
record-setting Ravens defense.
Williams earned a reputation of
being a meticulous coach who is
open to players' suggestions

ATTENTION

BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY

St#01256.1, Tan, V-6, Auto, Front
& Rear Air, P/S, PNV, PL, T/C.
AM/FM/CD Player, 52K Miles

1999 Honda Civic LX
St#00452.1, 4D. White, Auto.
NC, PNV, P/L, T/C, 12K Miles

1999 Dodge 2500 SLT
St#00379.1, 4x4, V-10, Auto.
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
Only 6K Miles

1999 Ford F-150 Ex. Cab
XLT P/U
St#01270.4, Black, V-8. Auto.
A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cass,
19K Miles

1998 GMC Sonoma
SLS Ex-Cab P/U
St#01133.5. Burgandy, NC,
P/S, P/B, 36K Miles

1998 Cadillac
Sedan Deville
St#01244.2, Brown, Leather.
Full Power, 24K Miles

1998 Plymouth
Grand Voyager SE
St#00396.1, Maroon, V-6,
Auto., NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
67K, Miles

1998 Chrysler
Town & Country LXI
St#01130.1, White, Leather.
-

-All Power

1998 Dodge 1500 Club
Cab SLT P/U
St#01080.1, Blue/Tan, V-8,
Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
Cass., 30K Miles

1998 Dodge Durango SLT
stEmii 1, 4x4, Green, V-8, Auto
Front & Rear A/C, Third Seat, P/W
P/L, TIC, Cassette, Tow Package
New Tires 51K Miles

1997 Nissan
Altima GXE
St#00014.1, Silver, A/C. P/S
P/B, 68K Miles

1997 Jeep Cherokee
St#01192.1, 4 Dr., 4 WD,
White, Auto, NC, Cassette.
64K Miles

1997 Chrysler LHS
St#00414.1, White, Leather
All Power, 42K Miles

1997 Dodge Intrepid

Chevron

We offer a full line of
quality commercial
and industrial
lubricant products.

St#00460.1, Black, V-6, Auto,
A/C, P/W. P/L, T/C, Cassette,
49K Miles

1997 Chrysler Concorde
St#01184.2, Burgandy, V-6,
Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C.
72K Miles

1997 Chevrolet S-10
St#01079 1, Ex-Cab Step
Side, P/U, Green, V-6, Auto
NC, 44K Miles

1997 Dodge • St
V-8

SPORTS BRIEFS

e te, 82K Miles

Lassiter scores 9 as Freed-Hardeman wins
HENDERSON. Tenn — Former Calloway County High School standout
Tiffany Lassiter scored nine points and grabbed two rebounds in 16 minutes
oft the bench as the Freed-Hardeman Lady Lions (17-6) defeated Blue Mountain College 96-57 Thursday
Lassiter. a freshman guard, made 3-01-6 field goals -- including 1 -of-2 3pointers — and 2-01-2 free throws while registering an assist and a steal

CCHS Diamond Club plans Monday meeting
The Cilloway County High School Baseball Diamond Club will hold a
meeting Monday at 7 p m in the CCHS cafeteria
All parents and players interested in playing varsity or lunior-varsity baseball are urged to attend the meeting, which will address various topics concerning the upcoming Laker baseball season
For more information, call Ken Asher at 753-4522

1996 Chevrolet Corsica
st#01052 1, Burgundy, Auto
NC, 76K Miles
Furred

a-army Sine( 1924

(formerly Benton Service Oil Co.)
Blake Anderson, Division Manager
307 N. Main Street
Benton, Kentucky

10` A MINUTE,
1L40
,1,-

TANNING

.4A
7
1 4

Buy A Tanning Package & Receive

A FREE Gift.

University Barber Shop
Wrir

r,-,r

BRIAN INGRUM

Hours: Tues.-Fri 730-5:30, Sat 8 00-12 00
Walk-Ins Welcome

•

753-1953

1996 Dodge 1500 SLT
st#01301 1, P/U, White, V-8.
Auto, A/C, PNV. P/L, TIC. Cass

1995 Infiniti J-30
st#olin 1, Dark Green, 4 Dr
Sedan, Leather, All Power.
83K Miles

1995 Ford F-150 XL P/U
St#00370.2, Green, NC, P/S,
55K Miles

MCCSA announces spring soccer signups
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold its final registration sessions for the spring soccer season today from 5-7 p m and Saturday from 10 a m to 2 p.m at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Any registrations received after Saturday will be charged a $5 late registration fee
For more information. call Kathy Wilson at 762-1553 or 753-6042.

•

Terry Collier, Lubricants Manager
14 Years Experience

1995 Ford Escort
Station Wagon
st#01084 1, Green, Auto,

David Henderson, Delivery & Sales

NC, P/S, P/B, 73K Miles

10 Years Experience

1993 Ford F150 Step
Side Conversion Truck

Serving . . . Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee & Missouri

St#01048 2, Blue, V-8, Auto
NC, PAN, P/L, Leather,
83K Miles

Call Terry Collier at

270-527-3218 or
888-422-8474, ext. 13

PEPPERS
Chrysler • Plymouth • Dodge • Jeep

2400 E. Wood

St.
Parts. TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816 17-1
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

CLASS F ED5
DISPLAY AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
lAll 3 Ads

Must Run Within 6 Day Period )

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
010

010

ADJUSTMENTS

060

060

CLASSIFIED

Notice

Notice

1

Computer Services

MENTION

(270)767-0760
Fax (270)759-8637

Murray Electric System Customers
Murray Electric Syslein la updating it's priority list. If_you
need to be placed on this list please fill out this form below
along with a Doctor's Letter of Medical Necessity.
Name:
Address:
Phone #

Calloway County Schools
Position Available
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening for a part time tutor to work
with Limited-English Proficient (LEP) students in Spanish. Applications are available
at the Calloway County Board of Education
office at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
KY 42071. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Et-it/cation and
Employer Institution.

Medical Reason:
Mail to:

DAIRY Herdsman.

Murray Electric System
P.O. Box 1095
Murray, KY 42071
Attnt George Ligon
Any questions call
George Ligon 270-762-1706
Terry McCallon 270-762-1709
7 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
GENERAL Kennel
help wanted
Students welcome
Call 759-4556
GRILL cook wanted 8
waitress apply at ME'S
Green Horse Cafe

Scrapbooking
Supplies

Wild Raspberry
(
FARMERS interested in
applying for Phase 1 Tobacco Grant concerning
horticulture Call (270)924
9690

kre You

ROOMMATE
needed,
Rent $150 month, low utilities. mostly furnished Call
270-489-2304 or 7530997
oho
and Found
PLEASE help us find our
dog' Douglas & Ezell Rd
area Cairn Terrier. Tan
color Call 759-0997
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060

I

WORK

Sportsman's Boat Works hiring boat motor
mechanic, qualified to work on EvinrudeJohnson Outboards. OMC, Mercruiser
Stern Drive and knowledge of Mercury
Outboards helpful Very busy shop located
at Hwy. 68 on Jonathan Creek Please
send resume - work experience to
Sportsman's Boat Works. 12800 U.S.Hwy.
68 E.. Benton. KY 42025.

Roommate
Weeded

Help Waited

WANT
ADS

HELP WANTED

Coming Soon!

I

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and gel home
weekly during the week in
many areas No GDP 15
day COL training program
available Call today 1
800-242-7364

L • • KING!!
A. Energetic
B. Over Achiever
C. Goal Oriented
D. Want To Earn In Excess
of $60,000 Year.
If you have car experience and are

not afraid

I WANT TO TALK WITH YOU!
Call Bill Blackburn
(270)753-5315 or(800)455-5315
Retail
Lend a Hand in Murray, KY'
Big Lots Furniture, one of the Nation's fastest
growing furniture retailers, is on the lookout for
fun & friendly, high energy people with a
sales/retail background/furniture knowledge a
plus!

FURNITURE SALES CLERKS
We otter competitive wages, flexible schedules, generous discounts & advancement
opportunities...
Apply in person at the Big Lots store at
700 US Highway 641 North, Murray, KY 42071 in
the furniture department or call 270-759-0068 to
inquire about the openings
E0E/Drug-Fres Workplace

School of Agriculture- Dairy. Murray State University
Twelve month position
Position to begin
March 1, 2001 Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in Agriculture. Al proficient.
experience in
milking,
feeding and handling of
Dairy Cattle. Resoonsibil:
ities: This position is responsible for the overall
operation of the diary herd
Managing dairy herd and
facilities, to include milking. feeding, breeding and
health care of the milking
herd Feeding and health
care of young stock Maintenance and cleanliness of
equipment and facilities
Supervise dairy student
workers Keep adequate
records of all dairy animals AripliCatiOn Deadline: February 16.2001
To Apply: Send letter of
application, vitae, transcript and three current
professional letters of recommendation
to
Dr
James Rudolph. Interim
Director, School of Agriculture, Murray State University, 213 South Oakley Applied Science, Murray. Ky
42071-3345 Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply Equal educatior
and employment opportu
nity. M/F/D, AA employer
HELP wanted Weekends
Monday and Tuesday Ap
ply at Deb's Coastal 811
Sycamore St

of rejection and possess the above qualities

Big Lots Furniture

2BR 12x65, gas heat cen- 1-2BR furnished apts.
tral air, new carpet on pri- downtown. Water, sewer,
vate property $250 /mo trash, Firm $225/mo.
plus utilities Deposit re- (1) 2br. apt heat, sewer,
trash, water furnished.
quired 474-8027
$330/mo. Deposit/lease.
No pets. 753-4937 8amMobile Home Lots For Rent
5pm M-F.
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath
12 acre $100imo 753w/ carport, appliances fur6012
nished W/D lyr lease, 1
LOT for rent 492-8488
month deposit No pets
753-2905
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Business Rentals

HIRING day shift 10-4
shift and 11-2- shift Ideal
for parents with kids in
school Must be able to
work weekends Apply in
person at Wendy's 111
Chestnut St between 2 &
4pm Monday- Friday and
ask for manager
LOCAL shop needs immediate help Experience with
reefer trailer maintenance,
tire repair, and service
helpful Salary based on
expenence Call 753-7342
MANAGEMENT Opportunity Career Opportunity w/
Major Company Complete
training program. excellent
benefits Call Pat for confidential interview
270-554-0115

A busy office needs Receptionist/ Clerical Must
have computer knowledge
and experience Please
mail resume and references to
PO Box 1040-T
Murray. Ky 42071
BILLING/Customer
Service.
Printing Company. Fulltime M-F Familiarity quick
books a plus Apply in person
Printing Service 8 Supply
102N 4th St
Murray
NURSE assistant wanted
for doctor's office in Benton 24-28 hours per week
Send resume to Nurse
Assistant PO Box 1040-N
Murray. Ky 42071
PHYSICIAN'S office seeking Office Manager Must
have computer. Medicare,
Insurance billing and telephone skills Also seeking
Medical Assistant or LPN
Send resume
PO Box 1012
Murray, KY 42071

USED
APPLIANCES

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray

Ward-Elkins
On the Square
7S3-1713

160
Home Furnishings

140
Want to Buy

COUCH and two chairs
Excellent condition, green
and yellow $150 7530176

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th. Murray.
FROST free refrigerator
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters good used carpeting storm windows 7534109
WANTED
Riding mowers go carts 8
4 wheelers that need
work
436-2867
WE PAY CASH:
Old toys, antiques f‘hing
tackle, fishing reels; GI
Joe, models, cars, cap
guns 270-759-3456
150
Articles
For Sate
500 gal propane tank with
some gas
You must
move $695 00 492-8800
BOOTH space available
Brand new room at
Charlie's Antique Mall
Hazel 270 497-8175

POWER recliner lift chair
Black leather. 2yr old Excellent condition Best offer 759-1902 after 5prn
SOLID oak coffee table &
2 end tables 753-5463 at
ter 4 30pm
190
Farm Equipment
JOHN Deere tractor 5300
senes, low hours
John Deere bush hog
John Deere 8 foot blade
Charlie Arnett
270-489-2808
Hem Equipment
1998 Vermeer 4150A
rencher 275 hrs Like
new $38,000
•1986 S-1900 International
truck w' lowboy Extra
clean Like new condition
$14,000 247-6624 after
7PM
77 Ford F-700 dump truck,
gravel bed. 5 speed. 2
speed rear end, v-8 gas
and 24' tri aisle equipment
trailer widove tail pintel
hitch & fold down ramps.
will sell separate 54.700
0 B 0 (270)492-8956

1

It Takes a Village

FIREWOOD
$35 delivered
Call 437-4718

CHILDCARE CENTER,INC.
1406 B North 12th Street at The Village
Bus. Tel: 270-762.0210(Leare Message)
Flom Tel. 759-2385

OPENING SOON!
Nov. accepting enrollment for children age% h
weeks to 12 year% of age We will have extended
hours of operation
5:30 a.m. in 12:30 a.m Monday-Friday
Ownery Melanie and Patricia Miller
about our GROSS MOTOR ROOM'1/
I Ask

Arabs
Por
LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town'
New 100lb LP cyl $9900
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389

DEPENDABLE childcare
Available. Daytime, Almo
area 753-0730 3yrs ExSTORAGE Buildings built
perience, References_
on site Lowest price in
HOUSE Cleaning or
area January & February
Ironing Call 474-2131
special 10x16 $1425
Call 437-4877

Ikainess

°wow,

FREE' Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free For more information
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
8 Antenna
500 N 4th St
759.0901

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

GENERAL Electric gas
heavy duty dryer $100
Call 759-0870

Rreirood

NEED Tobacco
Workers?
and successHead Honchos recruits ESTABLISH
owner seekand places LEGAL H2-A ful restaurant
ventores and
other
ing
workers frOm Mexico at
wish to sell Serious inyour door
quires mail to PO Box
(2101 695-1648 or
1040G Murray Ky 42071
www Head-Honchos corn

411.

Can-75-3=1890.

Large Selection

210

CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553

7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location..
Excellent condition.

759.3556

090
Domestic 4 Childcare

BABYSITTING and house
cleaning services Call
767-0006 or 753-9573

Business Rentals

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE

The Essentlat Day Spa

•AVEDA training'provided.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Homes For Rent

WANT ADS WORK

020

020

Computers

APPLICAT IONS now being accepted for full-time
and part-time Food ServRepair/Consulting
ice positions_ Full-time po-Computer/Network service
sitions include benefit
Immediate opening in our Paducah
-Home or business
package
Candidates
facility for full-time and part-time PT
-New equipment/online shopping
should have a positive attiand PTA. Excellent salary and benefit
tude, neat appearance,
-Business systems/Automation for
and enjoy working with seretail/medical/legal/agriculture
package including generous profit
nior adults If you would
-Certified,
dependable, fast service
sharing plan. Current Kentucky licenlike to join the rest of our
-Telephone
Systems/Integration
caring, enthusiastic staff,
sure is required. Submit resume
1-270-489-2666
and enjoy working daytime
including references to:
Greg Dowdy
hours in a clean and comhttp:11www.netcomindustries.com
fortable environment, apELLERS
plications are available at •
Regina West
COMPUTER PLACE.
905 Glendale Road
150
Articles
New Hardware. Software,
Glendale Retirement
Purchase Area Physical Therapy
For Sale
Upgrades & Free
Community
208 South 6th Street
Estimates Mid West
INFANT car seat carrier,
Internet On 121S
Murray, KY 42071
swing, walker, and toys 3
436-5933.
natural oak high back bar
9a m -7p m
stools 767 0597
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
Appliances
is currently accepting resumes for an
MDM COMPUTERS
AVEDA Retail Specialist.
020
A+ Certified Technician
ELECTRIC Signature cook
Home Networking
Notice
top stove 575 00 Maytag
*30-35 hours per week.
for Cable Modems
washer $75 00 Call 4741
•Retail experience necessary.
On site service
8340- leave message
*Positive attitude a.must.

PT -PTA

Piney River, Inc. Dba Fifteenth and Olive
Grille and Deli, 216 North Fifteenth Street,
Murray, KY 42071 hereby declares intention
to apply for a Limited Restaurant Alcoholic
Beverage by the Drink License no later than
February 10, 2001.
The business to be licensed will be located at
216 North Fifteenth Street, Murray, KY
42071, doing business as Fifteenth and Olive
Grille and Deli.
The principal officers and directors are as
follows: President, Tom Yates of 97. Haynes
Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071; Executive
Vice President, Jeff Yates of 711 Main Street,
Murray, KY 42071; Executive Vice President,
Lisa Locpiccollo of 973 Palestine Church
Road, Dexter, KY 42036.
Any person, association, corporation, or
body politic may protest the granting of the
licenses by writing the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight
Trail, Suite A-2, Frankfort, KY 40601 within
30 days of this legal publication.

$2.50 extra for Shopper(rues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

120
Help Wanted

LEGAL NOTICE

VISA

LINE AD RATES
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Just Say "Charge It"

FIREWOOD for sale 4365845 559-5675(cell)
FIREWOOD for sale 7534109
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy 436-2778

12X56 mobile home 2br,
1 bath $1,500 00 Call
474-2228
14X70 2br, 1 5 bath, new
753-9372 after
carpet
6PM
HM 8 Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky. Tennessee & Illinois 437-39ari
280

L

Mobile Homes For Rent

28H funnshed or unfur
nished 8 miles NW $250
plus deposit 753-8582
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866
NICE 2br • w/ large deck
Located behind the Dinner
Bell in Jonathan Creek
$400 + deposit 270-9035563 or 753-2767
SUITABLE for one person
$200/mo 753-6012

320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near downtown IVturray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
182 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity_
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all ap
phances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt. stove. refrigerator, D/W, W4), Clean. no
270-753-9841 or
pets
270-436-5496
1BR, some utilities paid
No pets' $220 a month
767-9037
1BR apt near campus ve/
stove, refrigerator Water.
sewer, trash included
W&D hook-up No lease
Call 759-3738
1BR. apt University Hgts
Stove, ref.. DiA. M/W,
W&D
Now
available
$325/mo No pets
Deposit/lease
753-4937 8am-5pm M-F
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, Near MSU New car
pet, paint 8 wallpaper
C/I-I/A $325 Also 2br

$300 Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR duplex Almo Stove,
ref.
W&D,
C/H/A.
$375/mo
No
pets
deposit/lease
753-4937 8am-5pm M-F
2BR , 2 bath 902-B
N 20th St All appliances,
W/D also Very nice
753-5344 Work 559-9970
2BR. DUPLEX ON
VALLEYWOOD $375/M0
759-4406
4br,
. Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
ACROSS street from MSU
1B/R apt for lease plus
deposit No pets' Has
W/D, stove, refrigerator
For appointment call Larry
Rogers 767-9230 or 7533734
APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus Availatbele
r so
Dm
ec 15 & Jan 10
753-5980 or 753-1203 al

dra

320
Apartments For Rata
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furerstied. W/&--central gas
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apar,
ments 1213 N 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2. M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity
HAZEL. 1br., appliances
References, lease, 8 deposit 492-8526
LOOKING for an
affordable apartment?
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
283 br apts available
Handicap Accessible
Equal Opportunity
Housing
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
'TDDe (800) 545-1833
Ext 287.
LUXURY duplex 2br 2
bath, garage all appliances including microwave 8
W/0 270-759-5885
NEWER two bedroom,
1 5 bath townhome in
Cambridge Year s lease
required All appliances
1 reshls( painted, carpet
cleaned No pets $500
per month Call Lynda at
Grey's 759-2001
ONE bedroom, furnished,
extra nice, 2 blocks to
MSU, central heat 8 air
No pets. available 3-1-01
436-5685
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
75a-8221
EHO
240
Houses For Rent

I

1602
Tabard.
Martin
Heights 3br 2 bath fireplace. dining room, double
garage
$750'mo
Call
753-0090 or 559-3883

2 & 4br Houses
Lease 8 deposit required
753:4109.
2 br No pets Lease and deposit required 753-0728
after 4 00 PM
28R house in town INID
hookup. carport.1480'mo
No pets, deposit/lease
753-4937 8am-5pm 114.F
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Astsess

3BR 2 bath, C/HrA newly FREE to good home$495 per 10wk old puppies- mid to
redecorated
Security large" 5 solrd White; "2'
fritinth, plus
black 1 brown Mostly
1270)474-2520
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath. cen- males Call 753-6619
tral H/A, quiet neighbor- REGISTERED
English
hood $500 mo plus secur- Setter puppies Tncky Dick
ity deposit. Call Marg 759- Champion blood lines
5534W 753-1586 8-2.
$20000 Phone 270-247NICE 2br brick with family 5222
room, dining room, carport
plus garage in county.
400
$425 plus deposit 437Yard Sales
4386

360

(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
cre lot 94 1Al Lynn
2 aGrove Community
753-1624 after 5 30 pm
3 acres in Almo 30x30
white vinyl garage, well &
septic 200 amp light pole
Call 759-4189 $3200000
O.B.O.
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Storage Rentals

Acreage

GARAGE
SALE

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1707 North 4th St.

All Size Units
Available

Murray, KY

WANTS TO BUY
OLD FARM
OR ACREAGE.
(901)610-0039 Days
(901)934-4090 Nights.
460

753-3853

Fri. & Sat.

L,REEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

7 a.m. until ?

Homes For Ssie
3BR. home 804 N 17th
New carpet & interior
paint. Financing available
w/ no down payment.
Monthly
payments
of
$361. P & I for 30yrs. at
7.25%, if you qualify.
Priced $52.900.
270-825-4622
270-825-0778.

Clothes, Clothes,
Cbthes

NORTHWOOD
sfOrage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753
7536

EASTSIDE
STORAGE

INSIDE
MOVING
SALE

388., Pine Bluff.
Olive Branch Realty
767-9900 for details

524 S. 6th St.
Sun., Feb. 4th
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
No Early Birds

119 Main • 753-6266

All types of items
Free Stuff.
310S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

EXTRA nice, 3br 2 bath
home, 700 Nancy Dr.
(Woodgate area) Large
lot. Family neighborhood
Owner relocating. 7591770.

Pets & Supplies
1 male. 1 female, Blue
Tick Miniature Beagles 6
months old All shots
wormed $50 00 each Call
492-8889 leave message
AKC chocolate & black
Lab puppies 5100 black,
Call
chocolate
$150
(270)846-1751
AKaPuppies_.
Pomeranian, Samoyed,
Akita. 270-382-2331
AKC Shih-Tzu All colors
S&W. 2 m & 2 f. Ready
now. Several ready for
Valentines Day.
901-352-0037
901-642-5151
AKC Yorkshire Terriers for
sale 1 male 1 female
753-6200
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

356 Farris Rd..

I

Sat., Feb. 3
12 noon til ?
121 South about 5
miles, watch for
signs.
Furniture, household.
odds & ends.
Cancel if rains.

3.8

803 Vine
1 block south of hospital 2
bedroom 1 bath full basement, attached garage, atbuilt-ins
tic
storage,
$44,750 Possible rent
wiciption 753-8900
After 5PM 753-0071
BY owner
3yr old 3br. 2 bath
1602 Tabard 753-0090
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing Call
753-4109
FOR sale by owner
3br., 2 bath, den, large
fenced yard, 1 car garage
7 miles from Murray Land
contract available
616-945-9913
FOR Sale By Owner.
House and 20 Acres on
Airport Road. 5 years old.
1792 Sq. Ft. Features 3br,
2 bath, large living area, 3
deck.
level
wood
$155,000 (270)753-0530
or (270)489-2887.
at
Photos
www angelftre.com/ky2/nicehouse

WE SHOW YOU
•1001k loan no') money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

N EW HICI1VIE
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer

3.400 sq. ft. of living space • C/H/A, quiet
64'X2/3" ft Large metal
shed on 2 large lots near
lake 762-0032 or
474-8878 or 753-9961
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
'For What It's Worth'

country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great root'',•fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck •5 bedrooms • 3 baths
• oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966

Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

99 GMC Yukon, 4dr, 4
wheel drive, leather, towing package $24,000
436-5482 after 6pm

Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
A
David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under hoticos ft-Jr
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
P/us...all other home improvementr,

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

/OE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

A

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Used Cars
1993 Lincoln Continental
Fully loaded, $6,300. 753
9475 or 753-0791.
1994 black Cavalier z-24,
convertible. 43,xxx miles.
$8,750. Call (270)7538747
1996 Toyota Camry LE.
4dr, excellent condition.
93,xxx miles. 58.900 firm.
Call
7 5 3 - 4 2 24 .
Jung kwon id mu rraystate
.edu
95 Saturn SL2. Black.
sunroof $6,300 0130
753-8866
MERCEDES 300 SD
leather, sunroof climate
control, power everything,
memory seating. mint conkept
dition,
garage
134,000 miles, new tires,
brakes, great car 7670062.
NICE "91" Honda Accord
LX, 4dr. Asking $2,400. Also nice "91" Olds Delta 88
Royal 4dr Asking $2,200.
Both are real good, clean
cars. 376-2146

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 1-Lann
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon-Fri.9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard, also l224-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Campers
1990 model 35ft , Dutchman Bumper hitch Excellent condition 753-9721

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.
2095

270-443-8030

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

750,000 ON THE YARD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

VOWELL
LI SONS
8011z07-3828

111

Weekend Appointments Available

111

MEM

MEM

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
*Brick .All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

PAINTING

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
,vecializiKo
Workyncoiskiip
*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
*PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
'MULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES
F1'IlY INSt'RED OWNFR JIM OSBI'IrC

A

A

-Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed ct Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamh•

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

71kifle441 Siallehtfti e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
Eir
We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Mat Pump

f''

Phone: 270-753-1916

.er,se 051011

270-759-2288

vim

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
pecks, Home Additions,
- Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.*
Remodeling• Repairs'
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353.
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation

Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY

Martin, TN

HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted. No job too srnail.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5150
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
753-5827

270-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, delhatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
560

MOVING_

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RICK'S Roofing &
Repairs
Tear offs, shingles,
flat roofs & metal
Free estimates
Call 270-437-4559
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
437-3044
Free Estimates

Free Column
FREE Fiest puppies. Make

good souriel dogs. Phone
759-1252.
FREE puppies
Call 492-8707
FREE to good home. Yellow Lab mix. 9 month old
male Call 759-1699 leave
message.
HIDE-A-BED sofa, in good
condition 436-5448

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger
& Times

753-1916

HOROSCOPE
Schedule your day lightly to avoid being
annoyed by interruptions. A young perHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Feb.
might have a good idea. Tonight:
son
3.200!:
Where
you are. the party is.
Communication remains key this year.
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO
Don't get frustrated if you have to reiterwith those in charge_ You
***
Deal
ate something. Sign up for a class to help
might need to fine-tune a moneymaking
you express yourself more effectively.
might need additional inforYour intuition strengthens over the next 'idea, or you
order
to make a decision.
mation
in
several months. Use your expenence
work well at home
Organizational
efforts
with money. Allow your circle of friends
are the one making the
long
as
you
as
to expand. Loved ones and children
leave time for conversation
could get on your nerves. Is it you. or is effort, but
Opt
for a romantic novel
Tonight:
it them? Learn stress busters, and rela(Sept.
23-Oct. 22)
LIBRA
tionships will benefit. If you are single,
be a delay in vacaThere
could
***
do not attempt to turn a friendship into a
Try to come
finances.
due
to
tion
plans
love relationship Someone special will
solutions. Romantic curves
with
up
you
this
year
come to
occur, whether you want them to or not.
Is your hobby satisfying, or should you
l'he Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
try something new? Tonight: Mellow out
4-Positive:
Have:
5-Dynamic.
with a favorite activity.
3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have little control over
ARIES (March 2I -April I91
what is going on at home. There is either
,*** Rushing around will get you not enough clarity or you just don't have
nowhere. A significant person might not
the energy. Get into exercise or a physiagree to a purchase Ultimately, you're cal activity. Someone close to you can
likely to appreciate that you didn't make benefit from your resourcefulness
it Moderation is the key word. Possible Tonight: Relax with a favorite pal.
compromise with a female is in the off- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ing. Tonight! Make love, not war
**** A secret pops out. Be sure to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
verify information. Discussions with
*** Another's career can keep you your partner can be productive, but don't
individuality.
from expressing your
drag it out Create more fun together
Don't take what a fnend says personally: Make your point another day You can
this person values your opinion. You'd only control yourself-forget about othlike to learn more, but not today. Be ers Tonight • Let another call the shots
patient. Tonight: A little chocolate won't CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
hurt.
**** You might want to purchase a
GEMINI(May 2I -June 20)
game or maybe even a new
computer
* *** Chatter surrounds you Is
You might not be sure the
computer.
someone planning a wedding or an
worth it. After you've spent the
pnce
is
important occasion" You might be
talking. enjoy the peace and quiet at
inclined to jump in and take charge day
An old friend might be thinking of
home.
Keep your emotions in check if commuyou. Tonight: Popcorn and a
contacting
nication gets muddled. You are more
video
expansive than usual. Tonight: Go with
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
the flow.
**** What's the new look you want?
CANCER (June 21 -July 221
Think carefully before you take the
*** Contacts with mends can be off plunge A new house or a remodeling
the mark, or maybe you just can't reach project might be on your mind. Expect a
them. Your patience is being tested. blast from your past sometime in the next
Don't let children annoy you There is few weeks. Be easygoing. and get into a
plenty of time to set goals for the future favorite activity or pastime. Tonight: Let
Curb your strong determination and seek plans flip-flop. Do what you want.
out answers now Tonight Relax in a hot PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
tub or a bubble bath
*** Visualize. Don't limit your ideas
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Someone might want to treat you to
**** Someone in your life needs lunch or a movie. If a family member
attention or assistance. As a result. how asks for your advice, give him assistance
you see this person could change without being wishy-washy

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

David's Cleaning
Services

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410 • 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
4

FACE
BRICK

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
Offered
quality Roy Hill 436-2113
repairs and restorCLOCK
you
A time to take care of
House calls made on
home. Affordable work ing.
Grandfather clocks. 753done to perfection buildmessage.
ing. remodeling, additions, 3730. Leave
porches, decks, roofing, DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
siding, concrete, fences. Siding. Quality Work. Free
furniture design, and resto- Estimates. Over 25 Years
ration. Free Estimates. Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
753-4380.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
GET READY FOR
SPRING"We Tote The Note"
Johnny Williams
Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah. KY
Painting
For all your residential
painting needs
35 years experience
Interior & Exterior
Custom Spraying for
Lawn/Patio furniture
Louver doors/shutters
No lob too small
Free Estimates
753-8858

SERVICES OFFERED

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding? r"j;g7;7r7
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop -- Before You Boy'

1979 Chevy P/U stepside
SWB 350 motor& trans
753-0339 after 5PM
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean sharp, A C PS, 318
auto $3,800 OBO 4892296
1994 F-350 Crew Cab dually. 7.3 turbo diesel, auto,
loaded, 59,xxx miles, excellent condition. Call 3822325 after 6pm.
1999 Ford F-150 Ext. Cab
Lariat Loaded, low mile- no
age. 753-0696_
98 Ford F150 XLT, SWB.
V8, 49,000 miles Maroon
$14,000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message

your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

270-759-4979

Utility Vehicles

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get

Tree Trimming

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Immli
Removal

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interiar painting.

1991 Plymouth Voyager
SE V-6, automatic PS,
PB, Air, stereo good condition $275000 753-8124
1993 Chevy Astro ext 2tone blue, towing pkg ,
rear A/C 135,xxx $5.000
0 B 0 492-8956

2000 Harley Davidson 883
Sportster $8.500. Pear
white, 950 miles. Extra in
stalled. Call 753-8921 afte
4pm.

ROOFER

Cleanup Service

-M & T Painting

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

11111#1w
dew:44ms
TREE
SERVICES

octween 8-5 753-5626_

91 Ford Taurus G T
2 story 2,500 sq. ft. living area plus garage,
Vi6, loaded Less 70d0cx
3 BR, 2-1/2 BA, bonus room, formal din$1,750 013 0.
436-2388
ing, large kitchen w/bayed breakfast nook
93 Tararus Sho, fully loadand sitting area. Large master bath with
ed, $4,000 OBO 759whirlpool tub. 7 acres with above ground
2137
pool, large deck, paved drive. $180,000.
492-6127
1
MI Vans
[

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect l
•Steady income history

Rag Wide

1998 Nissan Pulsar. Cal

HOME FOR SALE_

Global Mortgage Link

CLEAN OUT
BUILDING
SALE

630
SifYiCeSOltersd

Used Cars

For 84111

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother and
grandsnother have smoked all their
lives and within the past few years
have experienced arrhythmias. What
role could cigarette smoking and second-hand smoke play in this ailment?
DEAR READER: The nicotine in
tobacco smoke can stimulate the
heart, causing irregular cardiac
rhythm (arrhythmia). Although
arrhythmias commonly occur in nonsmokers, too and do not necessarily
reflect heart disease, I'd be suspicious
that your mother and grandmother
may be exhibiting inappropriate, nicotine-induced heart stimulation. In
view of the fact that cigarette smoke
is exceedingly harmful in other ways.
I suggest that your mother and grandmother strongly consider kicking the
habit. A doctor could help them, or
they could use nicotine gum, nicotine
patches, a support group - even hypnosis and acupunCture.
The case against side-stream or
second-hand smoke is less clear. Its
effects on the body depend on the
length of exposure and the concentration of the inhaled smoke. While probably not a significant health hazard to
adults without lung disease, sidestream smoke has a profound effect
on children; studies have shown that
it markedly increases the chances of
asthma and bronchitis in youngsters.
In any case, this smoke is unhealthful
(and irritating) to those exposed to it,
regardless of their ages.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is
taking prednisone for a condition
called polymyalgia rheumatica. It
helps to, some extent but his progress
has been slow. How long must he
remain on this medication, which I
understand may cause serious side
effects?
DEAR READER: PMR is a common
disease that causes muscular pain
an stiffness, leading to muscle wasting (atrophy). Other symptoms

include fever, loss of appetite,
malaise, anemia and temporal arteritis (inflammation of the arteries over
the skull's temples, sometimes lead-

DEAR ABBY

ing to loss of vision). The cause of
PMR is unknown.
The diagnosis is often confirmed by
the sudden and dramatic improvement brought about by prednisone
(cortisone) therapy. The medicine
may completely relieve symptoms in
as little as 24 hours. Once the patient
is symptom -free, the dose of prednisone is gradually tapered. Flare-ups
require repeated courses of treatment. Prednisone is the most effective
therapy for PMR.
The rapid response to prednisone
suggests that the basis of the disease
may be an auto-immune disorder that
causes the body to attack its own normal tissues, similar to lupus, rheumatoid arthritis and other diseases.
Because long-term prednisone therapy is fraught with complications such as diabetes, cataracts and osteoporosis - patients with PMR should
be carefully monitored by their doctors, and every effort should be made
to reduce or discontinue the pred-

nisone as soon as possible.
Copynght 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY. I am grief-stricken. Yesterday my husband and I
faced the awful experience of
putting our 3-year-old chocolate
Labrador to sleep. For two or three
days, he wouldn't eat or drink, and
was lethargic and vomiting. We

took him to the emergency vet hospital. The vet examined him and
found "something" in his abdomen,
which would require surgery to
remove. What they found in his
intestines was part of a kitchen
towel.
Unfortunately, the tissue around
the towel was infected and dead
from the lack of blood supply to his
intestines. The damage was worse
than anticipated, and he began
bleeding internally. He was too
weak to make it, and we had to put
him to sleep. To say that we're devastated is an understatement.
I always hang a kitchen towel on
the handle of the oven on which to
dry my hands, remove things from
the oven, etc. The towel probably
smelled like food, which prompted
him to chew it. To top it off, when
we came home from the surgery,
our 1-year-old puppy threw up the
other portion of the towel!
Abby, please make other pet
owners aware of this potential hazard. If sharing my story can spare
someone else the devastation of losing a pet to something so avoidable,
I'll gain some comfort.
KELLEE IN TEMECULA,CALIF.

LOOKING BACK

Rodney had recently paid for two
collisions with this truck, so I
offered to pay for the damage I
caused. I got estimates from two
repair shops, and it will cost claw to
$1,000 to fix the door.
My girlfriend insists that it was
not entirely my fault, and that I
should tell Rodney to make a claim

on his insurance for it.
Abby, what is your advice?
WATCHING MY ASSETS

DEAR WATCHING: Rodney
should not have to Me a claim
on his insurance, as that could
increase the coat of his premium or possibly result in it being
canceled. You damaged his
vehicle, and you should pay to
have it repaired. Fair is fair.

Support
Our Local
Farmers
,
'
ZONAk CAA

CIA 1 L_lf

**

services, Calloway
County Judge/Executive George

Weaks, Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
and Hospital Administrator Stuart

Poston. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Mark Cooper.
Births reported include a boy to
Timothy and Tracy Halstead, Jan.
15, a ho) to Bethany and Kevin
Farley, Jan. 30.

32 cTRArn5
OF
POWER - PACKED,
VITAMIN-CHARGED,

...ALL FUEL FOR MY NEW
LIFE GOAL OF LEARNING TO
SLOW DOWN AND LET Cr0

ItrAGINE WHAT I'D
HAVE TO EAT (F I WERE
STILL TRNING TO 51-As-I
FAST TRACK

10067o

F

temperature for this area. The temperature had risen to 16 below zero
by 6 a.m. and at 7 a.m. had risen to
10 below. Graders worked all day
yesterday to clear city streets-of the
eight inches of snow and sleet deposited in the last two days.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. McClure, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Jones and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Salyers, Jan. 25; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hilton Williams, Jan, 26.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

at notrump than to raise two clubs to
three, which North might pass on the
assumption that an 11-trick game in
clubs is out of reach.
True,this is not an overly impressive hand in its own right, but in
light ofthe bidding,game in notrump
is probably right around the corner.
3. Four clubs. Actually, your
values are sufficient for a five-club
bid, counting the attractive distribution and excellent trump support,

but it might turn out that partner
has three-card spade support, which
he can show at his next turn. This
would enable you to play in game at
a lower level.
It would be wrong to bid only
three clubs, which would not come
close to representing the true value
of.your hand in view of partner's
strong bidding to this point.
4. Pass. This is consistent with
the theory that when you have a hot
potato in your hand, it is best to let
go as soon as possible. It is true that,
if you now bid two spades and partner passes, you might reach a better contract than two clubs, but
there is too much danger that North
might bid again and get you into
even more serious trouble. in misfit
hands, you try to stop bidding at the

doubled first and then bid his suit
rather than overcall with two
clubs initially. He presumably
thought his hand was too strong
for an overcall and chose this way
to identify the excess strength.
— North is, of course, unaware
that you have seven points in
high cards rather than the two or
three (or even zero) you might
have had for your one-spade response, and he is entitled to be
apprised ofthat fact. Raising two
clubs to three gets the message
across.
2. Two notrump. The same
obligation to disclose your
unrevealed values exists here
also, but it is far better to suggest
the possibility of playing in game
earliest possible opportunity.
Tomorrow: Vigilance is the price of victory.
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
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• By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Feb. 2. the 33rd
dav of 2001. There, are 332 tins_
-left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 2, 1536, the Argentine
city of Buenos Aires was founded
by Pedro de Mendoza of Spain.
On this date:
In 1653. New Amsterdam —
'low New York City

porated.
In 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed, ending
the Mexican War.
In 1897, fire destroyed the Pennsylvania state capitol,in Harrisburg.
(A new statehouse was dedicated

on the same site nine years later.)
- hi 1943, the remainder of Nazi
forces from the Battle of Stalingrad
surrendered in a major victory for
the Soviets in World War. U.
. In 1945, President Franklin Roosevelt and British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill departed Malta
for the summit in Yalta with Soviet
leader Josef Stalin.
In 1990. in a dramatic concession to South Africa's black majority. President F.W. de Klerk lifted a
ban on the African National Congress and promised to free Nelson
Mandela.
Ten years ago: In the Gulf War,
Iraq fired Scud missiles at Israel
and Saudi Arabia; no serious damage was reported.

Ocean. off the California coast.

Note of scale

Searches for
And then Hall or
Bymes
47 Kind of cloth
49 Mr Dawson
50 Keyed up
with interest
52 Wyoming
mountain
range
54 Simon ID
55 Chemical
compound
57 Kind of tube
59 Prohibit
60 Author Joyce
Carol -

TODAY IN HISTORY

One year ago: Searchers recovered the cockpit voice recorder
from the wreckage of Alaska Airlines Flight 261 in the Pacific

CROSSWORDS

WE'RE VISITING REX
'THE STUNT DOG

Cletus Colson.
Fifty years ago
The mercury plummeted to 23
below zero last night in what is believed to be a record breaking low

The February term of Calloway
To receive a collection of Abby's most Circuit Court opened yesterday
memorable - and most frequently with Judge James M. Lassiter prerequested - poems and essays, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope, siding. Members of Grand Jury are
plus check or money order for 113.95 John E. Scott, foreman, Thomas
(114.50 in C•nad•I to: Dear Abby's Hogancamp, Hardiman Miller, Ru"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
bin James, Dave Willis, Art Lee,
IL 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
Hershel! Shelton, Clover Cotham,
Rosemary Spiceland, Bobby Nix

4. 4 108754

ENERV!

AN'THEN BRING YOUR

Mrs. Charles Gillihan.
Serving as officers of Murray
Manufacturing Wives Club are
Mrs. Dwanton Seals, Mrs. Bob
Wyman, Mrs. Jim Payne and Mrs.

its

3. 4 A8632 V 94•8 4 Q7632
863•Q762 4 10
* 5 *

IVI 1

C-ATI-11(

FINGER DOWN OMIT,
LIKETHIS!

a gift. Cy Miller was also presented
the award of "Outstanding Citizen
of the Year" by the WOW camp.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Fite, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Vestine Reid and a boy to Mr. and

Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Chip

Bidding Quiz

,t

KNOW WT I LEARNED
-1bDP/Y,Mor4?- 1-40W -lb
H AMME_R I THAT'S WHEN
yOu LEAVE A STMNG OPEN

Forty years ago
Published is a picture of James
Harmon receiving the "Mr. Woodman" award from Hazel WOW
Camp 138 from Cannon Parks, retiring consul commander. Also pictured is Mrs. Hannon who received

ambulance

Adkins. 10-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Adkins, talking with
Jeff and Darren White of EvansDEAR ABBY: Your column ville, Ind., as he sets on the "Toabout displaying pictures of bacco Cutter," one of the many
deceased spouses reminded me of large wooden sculptures located in
the time our minister asked if anythe new $8.2 million Murray State
one in the congregation thought
that he or she was perfect. No one University Student Center.
Fire destroyed the home of
stood up, so he repeated the question. A man finally stood up. "Do Pierce and Edith McDougal on Jan.
you really think you are perfect?" 31 and the home of James Hugh
the minister said. "No," the man Burkeen on Jan. 30.
replied,"I'm just standing up for my
James W. Thurmond, vice presiwife's first husband."
dent and manager of University
VERNON BENSON, Branch of Bank of
Murray, retired
ST. LOUIS PARK, MINN.
Jan. I after 34 years of service.

DEAR ABBY. The passenger
side door of my friend "Rodney"'s
truck does not close easily. A few
weeks ago as I left the vehicle, 1.- closed the door, but not completely.
You are South, both sides vulThe locking mechanism prevented
me from opening the door to reclose nerable. The bidding has been:
North East South
it, so I decided to push on it to force West
1•
Dble
Pass
1
it closed.
2+
I pushed the door with my poste- Pass
Pass
?
rior and heard a ringing, metallic
What would you bid now with
popping sound. I leaned away from each ofthe following four hands?
it and saw Thad dented the door
1.4 J7542 V K6•952 4 K83
with my rear end!
2. 4 9853 V 1052•AQ4 44 Q64

ANO DID I MEN'"ION THAT')
CHAD (5 A MAN YOU CAN
COUNT ON?

MEGA - ENERGY 5010011HE
ULTRA -ENERGY GEL

Crawford. Lois Sparks and John B
Watson.
Births reported include a boy to
,,Mn; and Mrs. James Hopwood. Jan.
27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Wyatt, Jan. 28

***

L Three clubs. Partner has
shown a powerful hand, since he

NIGH- ENERGN POWER BAR..

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of the new
$33,000 ambulance purchased by
the city, tOunty and Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Also pictured are Jerry Correll. director of

Thirty years ago
DEAR RELLEE: Please
accept my sympathy for the
sad loss of your dog. I'm
printing your letter as a warning to pet owners. While
I thought what happened to
your beloved pet was a freak
accident, a staff member
recalled that something similar
had happened to a dog belonging to one of his relatives.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

2-20 2001 United Feature Syndicate
5 Soccer great
namesakes
6 Daily written
records
7 - garde
8 Total
9 Greenish
blue
10 - tea

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00

11 Sudden, brief
burst of
energy
13 Tables
16 "Wizard of
Oz" star
19 Novelist Loos
21 Painting done
on dry plaster
24 Instruments
26 Repairs
socks
29 Scoff
31 Disinfectant
name
33 Mightier
35 Inflict
36 Made
offsetting
wager
37 - terrier
39 Makes
corrections
(in a text)
40 Rigid
43 - voce
46 Show
affection
48 Director
Ephron
51 Sailor (sl )
53 Insect egg
56 Sodium
symbol
58 Violent
whirlwind

\Ione% Order

('heck
Visa
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Street Address

State

Dattimc Phone
Mail this coupon with
pa ment to:

Nlurray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Luallen to receive
leadership award

SERVICE NOTES
Army Pvt. Matthew S. Corneau aid, and Army history and tradihas graduated from bale -combat - (Idris.
He is the son of Barbara Anne
training at Fort Knox.
During the training, the trainee Bar' bonneau of Murray and Christo-received instruction in drill and pher C. Comeau of Shelby Town:ceremonies, weapons, map read- ship, Mich.
Comeau is a 2000 graduate of
:ing, tactics, military courtesy, mil
-itary justice, physical fitness, first Calloway County High School.

Wickliffe Mounds
needs volunteers
The staff at Wickliffe Mounds Center.
:Research Center is looking for
"Everyone has something to
-volunteers.
offer, so please attend if yOu are
According to Carla Hildebrand, interested in becoming a- volun-assistant director at the center, they teer for Wickliffe Mounds," Hilde:are looking for people who are inter- brand said.
ested in museums, history, archaeThe Wickliffe Mounds Research
ology and education, and Native Center is open daily beginning in
Americans to work as members March from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
of their team.
The center is affiliated with MurThe Wickliffe Mounds site and ray State University. The site and
museum needs volunteers to assist museum are located on Highway
staff members as tour guides, in 51/60/62 in Wickliffe, Ky.
visitor services and with special
For more information, call (270)
335-3681 or e-mail the center at
projects.
- The first meeting of the year wmounds@brtc.net. Information
:for individuals interested in• vol= -can also be found at the center's
-unteering is Feb. - 10 at 1 p.m. at Web site. http://campus.murthe Wickliffe Mounds Welcome raystate.edu/org/wmrc/wmrc.htm.

Hazle completes
training for officials
Calloway County Jailer Phil the minimum is 136 training credit hours.
' ,
•
Haile- has completed
Jailer Hazle has earned more
training and has been recognized
--as- a-Certified- County-flffir1121-4 -than -124 training _hours-and-has
the Kentucky Association of Coun- been designated a Certified Counties' County Officials Leadership ty Official.
Institute.
Leadership Training Institute
The County Officials LeaderDirector
Laura S. Wagers said.
ship Institute provides training for
"Each
of
these elected officials is
county officials affected by HB
to be commended for this achieve810 (JCRS 64.5275).
_
This siaiiiie_diow_s_county_offi__ment, as it exemplifies the desire
cials to receive valuable training to excel in their dieted posts and,
to assist them in providing better in turn, ensure their capability to
service and representation to their play an important role in the sucrespective counties while supple- cess of their local governments
menting their annual salaries. Elect- and communities.
"These elected officials have
ed officials are encouraged to earn
earned these awards for the time
40 training hours annually.
In order to earn the distinction and effort they have spent in trainof Certified County Official, an ing courses outside the course of
elected official must earn a min- a normal workday, and their comimum of 96 training credit hours. mitment to their duties as officeFor Master's Level Certification, holders is commendable.'

Laura Hall of Hazel (center), a mathematics major at Murray State University, was awarded a National Science Foundation scholarship for the 2000-01 academic year. Also pictured are Dr. Don Bennett, chair of the department of mathematics and statistics, and Carmen Garland, director of the
MSU scholarship office.

MSU film series to
feature The Silence'
Murray State University's spring small town in Tajikistan to find
edition of Cinema International con- work in Russia, Khorshid's meatinues Feb. 8-10, with a showing ger wages are the sole support of
of "The Silence."
the family, which is on the verge
The film will be shown night- of economic disaster.
ly at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris CenAs the stress of his job and
ter Theater on MSU's campus.
family situation increases, he drifts
The 1998 film from Iran is
ever deeper into his obsession to
about 10-year-old Khorshid, who
the point of asking every mticiis obsessed with music. He can
clan
he meets to play the first
scarcely pass by a street musician
notes
four
of Beethoven's Fifth.
without being distracted from an
"The Silence" stars Tamineh
errand.
- He is blind -and works--for an Norrn4tiyaDifected by Moshen
ill-tempered luthier, tuning stringed Makmalbaf. the 77-minute film is
not rated-. The film is in Farsi
instruments.
Since his father h4s -r--iii--- with English slibti(les.

Secretary of Gov. Paul Patton's
Executive Cabinet Crit Luallen has
been selected as a recipient of the
prestigious Excellence in Leadership Award in the area of state
government by Women Executives
in State Government.
WESG will present the award
to Secretary Luallen at their annual award luncheon Feb. 23 at the
Washington Marriott Hotel in Washington, D.C.
In their selection letter, WESG
cited Luallen's exemplary leadership and outstanding contributions
to state government, her innovative and creative solutions to challenges in state government and
her leadership in eliminating barriers in order for women to excel.
The WESG "Excellence in Leadership" Awards were created to
honor one person in each of four
categori&s: a *woman in state government, a person in the public
sector, a person in the private sector, and a governor.
Patton nominated Luallen for
the award and plans on attending
the awards-luncheon in Washington, where he will also introduce
her.
Patton said, "I'm extremely
pleased that Secretary Luallen has
been honored with this award. There
could be no one more deserving
of it. Her career is evidence of a
deep commitment and devotion to
improving the lives of Kentuckians through state government.
"Secretary Luallen stands as a
role- model for not just -women instate government, but to all individuals who wish to devote their
lives to public service"

CRIT LUALLEN
Since 1996, Luallen has served
not only as one of Patton's top
policy advisors, but also as chief
operating officer of the administration of Kentucky state government, including the coordination
of the 14 executive-branch cabinets-and- their associated agencies
and overseeing budget and policy
direction for all state agencies.
Her history of distinguished service in Kentucky state government
spans nearly two decades and
includes stints as Secretary of the
Finance and Administration Cabinet, Secretary of the Tourism Cabinet and Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of the Arts.
She also currently serves as a
member .of the-Centre College- Board of Trustees.
Margaret,
Trevathan, of MurraN
_
will be among those attending.

Human thumb found in sandwich
HYANNIS, Mass. (AP) - A
student eating in. a high school
cafeteria discovered a small piece
of a human thumb in her sandwich when she took a bite.
Officials determined the thumb
piece belonged to a cafeteria worker who had severed the top of
her thumb in a vegetable slicer
this week.
The female student spat out the
partial appendage while eating her
lunch at Barnstable High School
Wednesday. She asked not to be

The Best Deals In The World
Are At

will take appropriate action."
identified.
Thursday morning, state and
. "Everybody was talking about
it all day." said senior Keara Grier, town health officials had been notiwho said she witnessed the inci- fied.
"Blood-borne diseases cannot
dent from a nearby table.
Spokesmen for Sodxho Marriott be transmitted through food," said
Services, which serves the school, Roseanne Pawelec, spokeswoman
said they will contact the student for the Massachusetts Department
who discovered the thumb piece. of Health. "We understand this is
"Obviously this is completely very upsetting, but there is no
unacceptable," said Scott Loretan, public health risk, and we want
senior vice president of operations to make sure people know that."
for the company. "We are invesAccording to a public health offitigating what happened,and we ctal,:a cafeteria supervisor said
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Jewelry

1300 N. 121 BY-PASS, MURRAY,KY
(Next to Lowe's)

Still, many students found the
incident disturbing.
"Our lunch is our most valuable time, and now we have to
eat fingers." Nick Chamberlain said.
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the slicing machine that injured
the worker had been skin* ized and
all nearby food thrown out.
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Say "Happy Valentine's Day'
to your spouse by entering our
Valentine's Day Contest!
In 100 words or less, tell us
"Why You Lore Your Valentiner
Judges will pick one winner
from all submitted entries
to be the recipient
of all prizes
listed on
this page
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1. Contest is open to all inamed couples 18 years of age or older
2 No purchase necessary
3. Winning couple will agree to be photographed Tuesday. February 9th
at the Murray Ledger & Times Winning couple grants permission to
publish their photo and a copy of the winning entry in the
February 12, 2001 edition of the Murray Ledger & Times
4 Winning couple must bring marriage certificate at time of photo
5 Unless otherwise stated, all prizes awarded must be redeemed
by February 28. 2001
6 Winning couple is responsible for picking up prizes unless
otherwise stated
7 All entries must be either mailed to or dropped off by 12 noon
Monday. February 5, 2001 at The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whitnell Ave Murray. KY 42071
8. Employees of the Murray Ledger & Times and their immediate
families Iparents. grandparents. brothers & sisters) are ineligible
to enter
9 All entries will he kept confidential and become property of the
Murray Ledger & Times All entries will be destroyed after the
winner is selected
10. Any questions please contact our advertising department
at 7.53-1916
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